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ABSTRACT

The study was planned to investigate issues relating to the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. The aims were to in

vestigate the influence of age, sex and socio-economic status on

performance on the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. A

sample of forty males and forty females, stratified according to

age (25-40 year olds and 50-60 year olds) and socio-economic

status was selected. The results suggested that age formed a

significant effect on the total and individual scale scores of

the battery. There were no significant sex differences on the

total score and most of the scale scores of the battery. Sex

formed a significant variable on the performance on the intellec

tual processes and visual scales. A significant negative cor

relation was found between total and scale scores of the Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery and socio-economic status.

The implications of these findings are discussed.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Neuropsychological assessment involves the identification of

behavioural changes that are contingent on neurological insult.

This area of practice has become increasingly important in view

of the widespread prevalence of neurological disorders due to

disease or trauma-related conditions.

In an effort to reach some uniformity in the diagnostic out

come of neuropsychological assessment, several test instruments

have been proposed. The Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Bat

tery (LNNB) represents one of the most widely used batteries

(Yudofsky and Hales, 1987). This test battery was based upon the

neuropsychological diagnostic procedures used by the prominent

Soviet neuropsychologist, A.R. Luria . In conformity with Luria's

flexible and qualitatively oriented assessment approach, the

items and materials presented in 'Luria's neuropsychological In

vestigation' were not intended to be administered in a routine

standardized manner, nor was performance to be scored and quan

tified. Based upon the procedures and materials provided by

Christensen, the Luria-South Dakota was developed by Golden and

two associates, Purisch and Hammeke.
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The Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery was developed

as an attempt to provide such standardization and quantification

to Luria's items. The major consideration prompting the develop

ment of standardized administration and quantitative scoring of

Luria's items was the potential utility of a psychometric instru

ment wi th a sound underlying theoretical base. Such a test

would differ from other major instruments which were developed

relatively atheoretically. Performance patterns on such a test

could be interpreted empirically through use of statistical com

parisons, similar to other psychometric instruments. However,

test performance could also be interpreted theoretically, in

reference to Luria's concepts. This would permit insight into

the reasons for performance deficits beyond the simple recogni

tion of deficits through statistical methods.

The use of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

worldwide has gained momentum for the above-stated reasons.

However, the deployment of the battery to cultural settings

beyond that in which the test was standardized needs to be

treated with caution. In South Africa, the test battery has been

received with great enthusiasm despite some criticism relating to

it's validity and reliability. The South African population is

heterogenous in nature and only about ten per cent of the
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population is represented by Whites. It is likely, therefore,

that the norms may be more relevant for this subgroup than for

Indians, Blacks or Coloureds.

Within this context, the present study was planned on a

sample of Indian adult subjects. The following aims were

pursued.

i) To investigate the influence of age on performance of normal

adults on the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.

ii) To investigate the influence of sex on the performance of

normal adults on the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Bat

tery.

iii) To investigate the influence of socio-economic status on the

performance of normal adults on the Luria-Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery.

The corresponding hypotheses are presented in order to fulfil

these aims.

(i) There will be a significant difference between the perfor

mances of the 25-40 and the 50-60 year old normal adults

on the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.
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(ii) There will be a significant difference between the perfor

mances of females and males and on the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery.

(iii) There will be a significant relationship between socio

economic status and performance on the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery.
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CHAPTER TWO

LURIA'S THEORY OF BRAIN ORGANIZATION

2. THEORIES OF BRAIN FUNCTIONING

Over the past three centuries, theories of the brain's role

in the functioning of the individual have changed considerably.

Since the brain was accepted as playing a vital role in the con

trol of behaviour, theories regarding brain functioning have be

come more extensive and sophisticated. Research studies inves

tigating the role of the brain in behaviour have broadly drawn

on two major schools of thought, viz., one asserting that control

could be localized in specific areas of the brain, and the other

that the brain functions as a whole.

2. 1 The Historical Development of the Theories of Brain

Functioning

The first breakthrough in brain-related studies was made by

the Egyptians and Babylonians. However, it was the early Greeks

who initiated modern physiology, and in particular, Pythagoras,

who identified the brain as the centre of human reasoning

(Golden, 1983).
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According to Golden and Vicente, (1983), Herophilius (+

300 B.C.) was the first to propose that cognitive faculties were

localized in the ventricles. Subsequently, Erasistratus (310 

250 B.C.) postulated the localization of function within the sub

stance of the brain itself. Galen (130 - 200 A.D.) isolated im

agination to the , Forebrain' and sensation to the 'Hindbrain'.

Research in the nineteenth century was initiated by Gall who

described the difference between grey and white matter of the

brain, and concluded that human 'faculties' are located in par

ticular and strictly localized areas of the brain. According to

Filskov and BoIl (1981), Dax (1836) asserted that the dominant

hemisphere's designations are derived from its role as the loca

tion for speech centres.

But the first scientific investigation of the disturbance of

mental functions occurred in 1861 when Paul Broca isolated the

posterior third of the left inferior frontal gyrus as the centre

for the motor images of words, and that a lesion of the region

leads to a loss of expressive speech termed aphasia (Luria, 1973;

Golden and Vicente, 1983).

A decade later Broca's discovery was followed by Carl

Wernicke's (1873) claim that he had isolated a centre for under

standing speech, that is, the posterior third of the left supe

rior temporal gyrus. By the 1880's localization of brain func-
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tions had advanced so much, that certain writers, e.g., Munk

(1881), Hitzig (1874), and Ferrier (1874, 1876) claimed that they

were able to draw functional maps of the cerebral cortex.

During the 1870's, the concept of narrow localization was

challenged by the English neurologist, Hughlings-Jackson. He

maintained that the complexity of mental processes approached

from the level of their construction was important, rather than

their localization in particular areas of the brain. Hughlings

Jackson felt that behaviour was the result of interactions among

all the areas of the brain. Even the simplest movement requires

the full co-operation of all the levels of the nervous system,

from the peripheral nerves and the spinal cord to the cerebral

hemispheres (Golden, 1983).

However, Luria (1973) opposed the narrowed localizationist

view of function, claiming instead that mental processes are

mediated by functional systems located in the brain. His

proposals are elaborated in the next section.
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2.2 Luria's Theory of the Functional Organization of the Brain

2.2.1 The Three Principle Functional Units

Luria (1973) postulated that human mental processes are com

plex functional systems and that they are not localized in nar

row, specialized areas of the brain. He proposed that they take

place through the participation of groups of concertedly-working

brain structures, each of which makes its own particular con

tribution to the organization of this functional system.

Therefore, Luria suggested the first task should be to dis

cover the basic functional units from which the human brain is

composed, and the role played by each of these in complex forms

of mental activity.

Basically, there are three principle functional uni ts of the

brain, which are necessary for any type of mental activi ty.

These are a unit for regulating tone on waking, a unit for ob

taining, processing and storing information arriving from the

outside world and a unit for programming, regulating and verify

ing mental activity (Luria, 1973). Man's mental processes in

general, and his conscious activity in particular, always take

place with the participation of all three units, each of which

has its role to play in mental processes and makes its contribu

tion to their performance.
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A unique feature is that ' each basic unit itself is hierar

chical in structure and consists of at least three cortical

zones, assembled one above the other. In terms of this, the

primary (projection) area receives impulses from or sends im

pulses to the periphery. The secondary (projection-association)

area is involved with incoming information being processed.

Finally, the tertiary (zones of overlapping) area, considered as

the most recent system of the cerebral hemispheres to develop and

which in man is responsible for the most complex forms of mental

activity requiring the concerted participation of many cortical

areas.

An examination and analysis of the structure and functional

properties of each unit will be considered.

i) The unit for regulating tone and waking mental states

Luria (1973) asserts that for human mental processes to

follow their correct course, the waking state is essential.

Man can only receive and analyse information under optimal

waking conditions. Therefore, optimal level of cortical

tone is essential for the organized course of mental ac

tivity.
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Hence, the arousal cortex follows a law of strength,

that is, every strong stimulus evokes a strong response,

while every weak stimulus evokes a weak response. The law

of strength possesses several characteristics - a degree of

concentration of nervous processes, a balance in the

relationships between excitation and inhibition by the high

mobility of the nervous processes, so that it is easy to

change from one activity to another (Luria, 1973).

It is the above mentioned characteristics which disap

pear in sleep in the state preceding it, when cortical tone

diminishes.

The first functional unit of the brain is found mainly

in the brain stem (midbrain, pons and medulla), the dien

cephalon, and the medial regions of the cortex. The struc

ture which was found to play an important role in regulating

cortical tone is the reticular formation (Golden, 1981).

The reticular formation lies at the core of the brainstem

(Filskov & BoIl, 1981). This structure contains both well-

defined nuclear masses, and more diffuse collections of

cells. It receives afferents from all sensory and motor

pathways passing through the brainstem, and has output to

both the forebrain and spinal cord.
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The ascending output is necessary to maintain normal

consciousness and to arouse a sleeping animal, i.e., to ac

tivate the cortex and regulate the state of its activity

(Filskov and BoIl, 1981; Luria, 1973). The descending out

put helps maintain motor tone. The cyclic motor activity of

respiration is controlled by the reciprocal centres in the

brainstem. Actions controlling primitive but complex se

quence of behaviour such as coughing, vomiting reside in the

brainstem.

Some of the fibres of the reticular formation run up

wards to terminate in higher nervous structures such as the

thalamus, caudate body, archicortex and, finally, th,e struc

tures of the neocortex. These structures are called the As

cending Reticular System. The ascending reticular system

plays a decisive role in activating the cortex and regulat

ing the state of its activity (Luria, 1973).

On the other hand, fibres of the reticular formation

which run in the opposite direction, that is, originate in

higher nervous structures of the neocortex and run down to

the brainstem are called the descending reticular system.

The descending reticular system subordinates the lower

structures of the mesencephalon, hypothalamus, and brainstem

to the control of programmes arising in the cortex and re

quires modification and modulation of the state of waking
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for its performance. With the discovery of the reticular

formation, a new principle was introduced: 'The vertical

organization of all structures of the brain' (Luria, 1973,

p.46). Thus, Luria suggests that one salient feature of

brain organization is its vertical nature (Luria, 1973).

The reticular activating formation is the most impor

tant part of the first functional unit of the brain, and it

has been described as non-specific. Its activating and in

hibitory action affects all sensory and all motor functions

of the body equally, and its function is to regulate states

of sleep and waking, that is, the non-specific background

against which different forms of activity take place (Luria,

1973).

Therefore, the reticular formation of the brainstem is

a powerful mechanism for maintaining cortical tone and

regulating the functional state of the brain, and it also

determines the level of wakefulness.

As previously mentioned, the nervous system always ex

hibits a certain tone of activity (level of cortical tone),

and the maintenance of this tone is an important function of

all biological activity. However, in some situations the

level of cortical tone is insufficient and must be raised ,
accordingly. Such situations are referred to as the primary
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sources of activation, and there are at least three prin

ciple sources of activation. The action of each of these

sources is transmitted through the active reticular forma

tion by its many parts.

(a) Metabolic Processes of the Organism

('Internal Economy')

Metabolic processes are involved in the maintenance

of the internal equilibrium of the organism (Homeostasis).

Digestive and respiratory processes are examples of simple

reticular formation of the medulla and mesencephalon

together with the hypothalamus play an important role in the

simplest, but vital form of activation.

Furthermore, more complex forms of activation are con

nected with metabolic processes organized in certain inborn

behavioural systems - commonly known as systems of instinc

tive food-getting and sexual behaviour. A common feature of

the two subdivisions is that metabolic processes taking

place in the body are the source of activation. On the other

hand, the difference between the two subdivisions lies in

the unequal complexity of their level of organization, i.e.,

the first, the more basic processes evoke only primitive,

automatic responses connected with oxygen deficiency or the

release of reserve substances from the organic depots in
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starvation. The second is organized into complex be

havioural systems, resulting in appropriate needs being

satisfied and the necessary balance of the internal economy

of the organism (Luria, 1973).

b) Arrival of Stimuli from the Outside World

According to Luria (1973) man lives in a world of con

stant incoming information and the need for this information

is sometimes just as vital as the need for organic metabo

lism. Deprivation of a constant inflow of information,

results in sleep and can lead to some form of mental be

haviour, e.g., hallucination.

Since man lives in a constantly changing environment,

he must be alert to any change and be able to mobilize him

self to cope in any situation. This state of readiness is

called the orienting reflex, and it also forms the basis for

investigative activity (Luria, 1973).

Every response to a unique situation requires a com

parison of the new stimulus with the old, previously encoun

tered stimuli. Such a comparison alone can show whether a

given stimulus is in fact unique and it must give rise to an

orienting reflex, or, whether it is old and its appearance
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requires no special mobilization of the organism. This

process of comparison is termed habituation, and is closely

linked to memory.

Many neurons of the hippocampus and caudate nucleus,

which was thought to have no specific functions, are in fact

responsible for comparing stimuli, reacting to the ap

pearance of novel stimuli, and blocking their activity with

the development of habituation to repeated stimuli (Luria,

1973) .

c) Goal oriented/directed behaviour

Much of man's behaviour is evoked by intentions and

plans which are social in origin, and are formed during

man's conscious life, and are defined by the use of external

and internal speech. Every plan formulated in speech

defines a certain goal and formulates a plan of action to

achieve that goal. Every time the goal is reached, the ac

tivity stops. If the goal is not attained, alternative

strategies of behaviour must be developed (Luria, 1973).

The fulfillment of a plan or the achievement of a goal

requires a certain amount of energy, and this is only pos

sible if a certain level of activi ty can be maintained.

When discussing the mechanisms of the working of the first
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functional unit, much emphasis has been placed on the as

cending connections of the activating reticular system. The

descending connections exist from the prefrontal cortex to

the nuclei of the thalamus and brainstem. The descending

structures play an important role participating directly in

the formation of intentions and plans, as well as modulating

the lower systems of the reticular formation of the thalamus

and brainstem, thereby making possible the most complex

forms of conscious behaviour.

Lesions of the first functional unit lead to several

disturbances, viz. akinetic state (tendency to become

fatigued rapidly), depressed emotional tone marked by indif

ference. But defects of memory are the most obvious

symptoms.

The systems of the first functional unit not only main

tain cortical tone, but also experience the differentiating

influence of the cortex, and the first functional unit does

not function in isolation, but in conjunction with the

higher levels of the cortex.

Finally, the first functional unit of the brain plays a

vital role in the regulation of the state of cortical ac

tivity and the level of alertness.
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(ii) The unit for receiving, analysing and storing information

The second functional unit of the brain consists of

parts possessing high modal specificity, that is, its com

ponent parts are adapted to the reception of visual,

auditory, vestibular, or general sensory information. Also,

the systems of this unit incorporate the central systems of

gustatory and olfactory reception.

The primary function of the second functional unit is

the reception, analysis and storage of information. The

second functional unit is located in the lateral regions of

the neocortex on the convex surface of the hemispheres, that

is, the posterior regions. These regions include the visual

(Occipi tal) , audi tory (Temporal), and general sensory

(Parietal) regions (Luria, 1973).

Historically, this uni t does not consist of a con

tinuous nerve net, but of isolated neurons which lie in the

parts of the cortex. Also, unlike the systems of the first

unit, it does not work in accordance with the principle of

gradual changes but rather the 'All or nothing' rule (Luria,

1973), that is, by receiving discrete impulses and relaying

them to other groups of neurons.
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The functions of this unit are to receive stimuli

travelling to the brain via the peripheral receptors, to

analyse these stimuli into a very large number of very small

component elements, and finally combine these into the re

quired dynamic functional structures, that is, the synthesis

into whole functional systems.

Each of the systems of the second functional unit has a

hierarchical organization:

a) A primary zone that sorts and records sensory informa

tion.

b) Secondary zone that organizes the information and codes

it.

c) Tertiary zone where the information from different

sources overlap and are combined to form the foundation

for the organization of behaviour (Luria, 1973), that

is, by receiving discrete impulses and relaying them to

other groups of neurons.

The primary zones (projection areas) form the basis for

the reception of stimuli form the environment and are sur

rounded by the systems of the secondary cortical zones.

Also, .all regions of the cortex constituting the second
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functional unit of the brain are hierarchical in structure,

so that specific sensory inputs are arranged systematically

in the cortex.

In this way sensory information from different parts of

the body are projected to particular sensory cortical areas,

e.g., auditory tones are projected to specific areas of the

auditory cortex (Luria, 1973; Walsh, 1978).

The following primary areas are represented in the cor

tex: the primary visual cortex (occipi tal), the primary

auditory cortex (temporal), and the primary general sensory

cortex (parietal).

The secondary zones lie above the primary zones.

Similarly to the secondary zones of the visual and auditory

cortex, these areas consist mainly of associative neurons of

layers 11 and Ill, and their stimulation leads to the ap

pearance of more complex forms of cutaneous and kinesthetic

sensation.

The principle modally-specific zones of the second

functional system, are built in accordance with hierarchi

cal organization, which applies equally to all these zones,

each of which must be regarded as the central, cortical ap

paratus of a modally-specific analyser (Luria, 1973).
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The secondary zones are adapted for the reception,

analysis and the storage of information arriving from the

outside world, that is, the cerebral mechanisms of modally

specific forms of gnostic processes.

Human gnostic activity never takes place in isolation

with a single modality (vision, hearing, touch), but rather

the perception and representation of any object is a complex

procedure, the result of many types of activities

(polymodal), firstly, expanded in character, but later con

centrated and condensed. Therefore, it relies on the com

bined working of a complete system of cortical zones.

The tertiary zones, commonly called the zones of over

lapping of the cortical ends of the various analysers, are

responsible for enabling groups of several analysers to work

together.

These zones of overlapping lie on the boundary between

the occipi tal, temporal, and post-central cortex. The

greater part is formed by the inferior parietal region,

which has developed to a considerable size in man, that is,

just about one quarter of the total mass of the tertiary
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zones. Therefore, one can conclude by stating that the ter

tiary zones or the posterior associative centre are specifi

cally human structures (Luria, 1973).

The tertiary zones of the posterior regions of the

brain are made up almost entirely of .c e l l s of the associa

tive layers II and III of the cortex, and their main func

tion is the integration of excitation arriving from dif

ferent analysers. Majority of the neurons in these zones

are multimodal in nature and they respond to general fea

tures, e.g., spatial arrangement, the number of components,

to which neurons of the primary and even the secondary cor

tical zones are unable to respond.

The tertiary structures of the posterior zones of the

cortex include Brodmann's areas 5, 7, 39 and 40, that is,

the superior and inferior zones of the parietal region and

temporal areas of the temporo-occipital region.

The most important function of the tertiary zones is

connected with the spatial organization of discrete impulses

of excitation entering the various regions and with the con

version of successive stimuli into simultaneously processed

groups (Luria, 1973).
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Therefore, the tertiary zones of the posterior cortical

regions are essential not only for successful integration of

information reaching man through his visual system, but also

for the transition from direct visually represented syn

theses to the level of symbolic processes. The tertiary

zones of the posterior cortical region play a vital role in

the conversion of concrete perception into abstract think

ing, which takes place in the form of internal schemes and

for the memorising of organized experience, that is, not

only for the reception and coding of information, but also

for storage.

(a) Law of the Hierarchical structure of the Cortical Zones

Relationships between the primary, secondary and ter

tiary cortical zones are responsible for increasingly com

plex synthesis of incoming information. The relationships

between the primary, secondary and tertiary cortical zones

do not remain the same, but change in the course of on

togenetic development.

In the young child the formation of properly working

secondary zones could not take place without the integrity

of the primary zones which forms the base, and proper work

ing of the tertiary zones would not be possible without ade-
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quate development of the secondary cortical zones which

supply the necessary material for the creation of major cog

nitive syntheses (Luria, 1973).

Thus, a disturbance of the lower zones of the cortex in

infancy leads to incomplete development of the higher corti

cal zones. Vygotsky (1956, 1960), stated that the matrix

line of interaction between cortical zones runs 'from below

upward' (Luria, 1973, p. 74).

On the other hand, in the adult person with his fully

developed higher psychological functions, the higher corti

cal zones assume the dominant role. When an adult per

ceives the world around him, he codes (organizes) his im

pressions into logical systems, fi ts them into certain

schemes -- the highest, tertiary zones of the cortex control

the work of the secondary zones. If the secondary zones are

affected by a pathological lesion, the tertiary zones have a

compensatory influence. Finally, the work of the adult

human cerebral cortex reveals not so much the dependence of

the higher zones on the lower as the opposite, that is, de

pendence of the lower (modally specific) zones on the

higher.
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The hierarchical principle of the working of individual

zones of the second brain unit is the first fundamental law

which provides a clue to its functional organization.

(b) Law of Diminishing Specificity of the Hierarchically

Arranged Cortical Zones Composing It

The primary zones of each part of the cortex possess

maximal modal specificity. This property is a feature both

of the primary areas of the visual (occipital) cortex, and

of the primary areas of auditory (temporal) or the general

sensory (postcentral) cortex.

The secondary cortical areas possess modal specificity

to a much lesser degree. These areas are called

projection-association areas, because they retain their

modally specific gnostic function, integrating in some cases

visual (secondary occipital areas), auditory (secondary tem

poral areas), and tactile (secondary parietal areas) infor

mation.

The law of diminishing specificity is another aspect of

hierarchical structure of individual cortical areas forming

the second brain system and responsible for the transition
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from discrete reflection of particular modally-specific cues

to the integrated reflection of more general and abstract

schemes of the perceived world.

Finally, the primary cortical zones are characterized

by the highest modal specificity. The secondary and ter

tiary cortical zones with their predominance of multimodal

and associative neurons, possess higher functional

properties than the primary cortical zones. Despite the

diminishing specificity, these zones are capable of playing

an organizing integrative role in the work of the more

specific areas.

(c) LAW of the Progressive Lateralization of functions

The law of lateralization implies a transfer of func

tion from the primary cortical areas to the secondary corti

cal area, and finally to the tertiary areas.

The primary cortical areas of both cerebral hemispheres

have identical roles. Also, there is no question of any

dominance of the primary areas of either hemispheres. But

the situation differs with regard to the secondary and fur

ther more, the tertiary areas. With the emergence of

speech, some sort of laterization of functions took place,
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found only in man (not in animals), and thus has become an

important principle of the functional organization of the

brain.

The left hemisphere (right-handed persons) is dominant

and it is responsible for speech functions, whereas the

right-hemisphere is subordinate. Therefore, this principle

of lateralization of functions has become an important prin

ciple of the functional organization of the cerebral cortex.

The left (dominant) hemisphere (in right handers) plays

an important role not only in the cerebral organization of

speech, but also in the cerebral organization of all higher

forms of cognitive activity connected with speech - percep

tion organized into logical schemes, active verbal memory

and logical thought. The right (non-dominant) hemisphere has

a dual function, that is, plays a subordinate role in the

cerebal organization.

The function of lateralization of higher functions in

the cerebral cortex operates only with the transition to the

secondary, and in particular, to the tertiary zones which

are concerned with the coding of information reaching the

cortex, and performed in man with the aid of speech.
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Therefore, the functions of the secondary and tertiary

zones of the left (dominant) hemisphere start to differ

radically from functions of the secondary and tertiary zones

of the right (non-dominant) hemisphere. Hence, the great

majority of symptoms of disturbance of higher psychological

processes in patients wi th local brain lesions refer to

symptoms as a result of lesions in the secondary and ter

tiary zones of the left (dominant) hemisphere, yet lesions

of the same zones in the right (non-dominant) hemisphere

have received less emphasis (Luria, 1973).

Finally, it must be remembered that the linguistic

dominance of one (the left) hemisphere is not always pos

sible, and the law of lateralization is only relative in

character.

According to Zangwill (1960) and Subirana (1969), only

one quarter of all persons are completely right-handed, and

slightly more than one-third show absolute dominance of the

left-hemisphere, whereas the rest are distinguished by

slight dominance of the left-hemisphere, and in one-tenth of

all cases dominance of the left-hemisphere is totally ab

sent.
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The second functional system of the cerebral cortex is

a system for the reception, coding and storage of informa

tion. It is located in the posterior divisions of the

cerebral hemisphere and it incorporates auditory (temporal),

general sensory (parietal) and visual (occipital) regions of

the cortex.

The organization of the structures forming the second

unit, that is the unit for receiving, analyzing and storing

information is hierarchical in nature. These uni ts are

sub-divided into primary (projection) areas, receiving the

corresponding information and analyzing it into its elemen

tary components, secondary (projection-association) areas,

responsible for the coding (synthesis) of these elements and

converting somatotopical projections into functional or

ganization, and the tertiary (zones of overlapping) areas,

responsible for the working of the various analysers and the

production of symbolic schemes, the basis for complex forms

or gnostic activity.

The hierarchically organized zones of the cortex con

stituting systems of the second brain unit, work according

to the principle of diminishing modal specificity and in

creasing functional lateralization. These two principles

are responsible for the brain carrying out its most complex

forms of activity, that is, the basis of human cognitive ac-
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tivity, linked by its origin with work and structurally with

the participation of speech in the organization of mental

processes.

(iii) The Unit for Programming, Regulation and Verification of
Activity

The reception, coding and storage of information con-

stitute only one aspect of human cognitive processes (Luria,

1973) . Another function is the organization of conscious

activity. This function is linked with the third functional

system of the brain, responsible for programming, regulation

and verification of behaviour.

Man not only reacts passively to incoming information,

but creates intentions, that is, forms plans and programmes

and regulates his behaviour so that it conforms to these

plans and programmes. Finally, he verifies his conscious

activi ty, comparing the effects of his actions wi th the

original intentions and rectifying any mistakes he has made

(Luria, 1973).

The structures of the third functional unit, that is,

the system for programming, regulation and verification are

located in the anterior regions of the hemispheres, anterior

to the precentral gyrus.
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The outlet channel for this unit is the motor cortex

(Brodmann's area 4). The motor projection cortex cannot

work in isolation. All of a person's movements require, to

some extent, a tonic background provided by the basal motor

ganglia and the fibres of the extra-pyramidal system. This

system is important because it ensures a plastic background

for all voluntary movements.

The primary (projection) motor cortex is the only out

let channel for motor impulses, as Bernstein concluded, 'the

anterior horns of the brain' (Luria, 1973). The motor im

pulses which it sends to the periphery must be well prepared

and incorporated into certain programmes, and thereafter

only can impulses be sent out through the precentral gyrus,

which then gives rise to the necessary purposive movements.

The preparation of the motor impulses cannot be undertaken

by the pyramidal cells only. It must be carried out both in

the structures of the precentral gyrus, and also in those

structures of the secondary areas of the motor cortex, which

prepare the motor programmes and then transmit them to the

giant pyramidal cells. Within the precentral gyrus itself,

the structure responsible for preparation of motor

programmes for transmission to giant pyramidal cells in

cludes the upper layers of the cortex and the extracellular

grey matter.
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However, the precentral gyrus is only a projection

area, an effector apparatus of the cortex. The secondary

and tertiary zones play a decisive role in the preparation

of the motor impulses, governed by the same principles of

hierarchical organization and diminishing specificity, which

govern the functional organization of the system for recep

tion, coding and storage of information. An important dif

ference is that in the second, afferent system of the brain

the processes go from the primary to the secondary and then

to the tertiary zones. In the third unit the process starts

at the highest levels of the tertiary and secondary zones

where the motor plans and programmes are formed and then

pass through the structures of the primary motor area, which

sends the prepared motor impulses to the periphery.

The second feature distinguishing the work of the third, ef

ferent unit of the cortex from that of the second afferent unit

is that the unit itself does not contain a number of different

modally-specific zones representing individual analysers, but

consists entirely of systems of efferent, motor type, and is it

self under the constant influence of structures of the afferent

unit.

The function of the principle secondary zone of the third

unit is conducted by the premotor areas of the frontal region.

The secondary zone adheres to the same vertical type of situation
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characteristic of the motor cortex. Therefore, the premotor

areas can be classified among the secondary divisions of the cor

tex and they play the same organizing role with respect to move

ments as is played by the secondary zones of the cortex.

The most important part of the third functional unit of the

brain is the frontal lobes. The prefrontal divisions of the

brain are particularly significant because they do not contain

pyramidal cells and are known as the granular frontal cortex.

These areas of the tertiary zones of the cortex play a decisive

role in the formation of intentions and programmes, and in the

regulation and verification of the most complex forms of human

behaviour. The prefrontal region of the brain has many connec

tions both with lower levels of the brain (the medial, ventral

and pulvinar nuclei of the thalamus, and with other structures),

and with all other parts of the cortex. These connections are

two-way in character. The prefrontal divisions of the cortical

structures are in a favourable position both for the reception

and synthesis of the complex system of afferent impulses arriving

from all parts of the brain and for the organization of efferent

impulses.

The prefrontal cortex plays a vital role in regulating the

state of mental activity, changing in accordance with man's com

plex intentions and plans formulated with the aid of speech. The

role of the frontal lobes in the regulation of states of mental
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activity which is the background for behaviour, is one of the

most important ways in which the prefrontal regions of the brain

participate in the organization of human behaviour. It must be

remembered that the prefrontal regions of the cortex do not ma

ture until very late in ontogeny. These regions of the brain un

dergo powerful development in the later stages of evolution, and

in man, occupy one-quarter of the total mass of the brain. The

tertiary portions of the frontal lobes are in fact a superstruc

ture above all other parts of the cerebral cortex, and they per

form a more general integrative and inhibitory function of

general regulation of behaviour.

Research has shown that destruction of the prefrontal cortex

leads to a profound disturbance of complex behavioural programmes

and a distinct disinhibition of immediate responses to irrelevant

stimuli thereby making the performance of complex behaviour

programmes impossible.

It can be concluded that the frontal lobes of the brain are

important structures responsible for the orientation of an

animal's behaviour not only to the present, but also to the fu

ture, and they are also responsible for the most complex forms of

active behaviour. A number of research findings show that the

most complex forms of action are associated with the frontal

lobes which not only perform the function of synthesis of exter

nal stimuli, preparation for action, and formation of programmes,
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but also the function of allowing for the effect of the action

carried out and the verification that it has taken the proper

course. An important distinguishing feature of the regulation of

human conscious activity is that this regulation takes place with

the close participation of speech.

Although the simplest forms of behaviour can take place

without the aid of speech, higher mental processes are formed and

take place on the basis of speech activity which is predominant

in the early stages of development, but later becomes overlearned

or automatized (Vygotsky, 1956; 1960).

Therefore, it is obvious to seek the programmin~, regulation

and verifying action of the human brain in the forms of conscious

activity whose regulation takes place through the intimate par

ticipation of speech.

INTERACTION BETWEEN THE THREE PRINCIPLE

FUNCTIONAL UNITS OF THE BRAIN

It would be a mistake to imagine that the three principle

functional units carry out a certain form of activity completely

independently, e.g., that the second functional unit is entirely

responsible for the function of perception and thought, while the

third is responsible for the function of movement and for the

construction of action. But this is untrue, since each form of
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conscious activity is always a complex functional system and

takes place through the combined working of all three brain

units.

Therefore, it can be concluded that perception takes place

through the combined action of all three functional units of the

brain. The first provides the . necessary cortical tone, the

second carries out the analysis and synthesis of incoming infor

mation, and the third provides for the necessary controlled

searching movements which give perceptual activity its active

character. Also, voluntary movement and more especially,

manipulations of objects are based on the combined working of

different parts of the brain. The first brain unit supplies the

necessary muscle tone, without which coordinated movements would

be impossible. The second unit provides the afferent syntheses

within which the framework of movement takes place. The third

unit subordinates the movement and action to the corresponding

plans, produces the programmes for the performance of motor ac

tions, and provides the necessary regulation and checking of the

course of the movements without which their organized and pur

posive character would be lost.

Thus, Luria' s neuropsychological method involves several

stages. Firstly, in order to identify a lesion in a functional

system, it is necessary to discover what factors are involved in

a particular mental activity . Second, the structures in the
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brain constituting the neuronal basis of the activity are iden-

tified. Thirdly, the identification of a particular symptom

leads to a hypothesis about its location in the brain.

Also, single factors may be common to several different ac-

tivities. Therefore, each system containing a deficient factor

will be identified. Thus, the principle of 'double dissociation'

(Luria, 1973) allows for the identification of symptoms which may

then be traced to a common lesion.

Finally, the three functional units of the brain, do not

work in isolation.

As Luria postulates (1973, p. 99).

'Each form of conscious activity is always
a complex functional system and takes place
through the combined working of all three
brain units, each of which makes its own
contribution' .
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CHAPTER THREE

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

A survey of the literature reveals that several studies

investigating issues related to the Luria-Nebraska

Neurological Battery have been performed. However, the

thesis aims specifically to look at the influence of age,

's e x , and socio-economic status on performance on the LNNB.

Therefore, the literature review will aim to include ar

ticles concerned with these variables. All other studies

concerning the LNNB will be cited in the body of the thesis,

where relevant.

In the first study on the LNNB, Golden, Hammeke, and

Purish (1978) examined the diagnostic efficiency of the test

i terns in discriminating between normal and brain-damaged

patients. The diagnoses of the brain-injured patients in

this study were normally supported by the computerized

axial tomography scan, electroencephalogram, angiogram,

skull X-rays, neurological history, pneumoencephalogram,

and/or surgery. The computerized axial tomography scan was

the most frequently used technique (60 percent of the

patients).
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The neurological group in this study comprised 50

patients, 23 females and 27 males. The group consisted of

15 left hemisphere, 15 right hemisphere, and 20 diffuse

brain injury patients. The average age of the neurological

patients was 44.3 years (S.D. = 18.8 years). In addition,

the average level of education was 10.3 years (S.D. = 2.8

years) .

The control group consisted of 50 patients, 26 females

and 24 males, who were hospitalized for a variety of medical

problems, viz., back injuries, infectious diseases, and

chronic pain. The average age of the control patients was

42.0 years (S.D. = 14.8 years). The authors found no sig

nificant differences between the control and neurological

patients for age and sex, although the two groups did differ

significantly with regard to education {t (98) = 3.51, p <

.01 } .

Of the 285 items (original battery) on the Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery, 253 were found to dis

criminate significantly at the .05 level. On 32 items which

failed to show significance, the neurological group per

formed poorly on 30 items and showed identical performance

with the control group on two items only. Application of 30
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of these items in a discriminant analysis classified the 50

brain-damaged and 50 normal controls with 100 percent ac

curacy.

In this study, the 30 items that discriminated between

the brain-damaged and normal controls with 100 percent ac

curacy were not specified, and their selection was not fully

motivated. The 30 select items represents approximately ten

percent of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery,

which could be misleading to the overall effect of the whole

battery which was the focus of the study.

In an effort to cross-validate the results of the ini

tial study, Moses and Golden (1979) compared a sample of 50

neurological and 50 control patients on the standardized

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. The neurological

sample consisted of cerebral trauma, neoplasm, infectious

disease, cerebral vascular disorder, degenerative disease,

epilepsy, metabolic and toxic disorder cases. Neurological

diagnostic methods included the computerized axial tomog

raphy scan, encephalogrm, pneumoencephalogram, angiogram,

and skull films.
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The control patients were hospitalized in non

neurological, orthopedic, or internal medicine ward with

disorders that did not affect brain functioning. Patients

with spinal cord injuries were also included.

The average age of the combined samples was 43.8 years,

with the average level of education being 11.3 years. The

neurological group comprised forty-four males and six

females, while the control group comprised forty-one males

and nine females.

The authors found no significant differences between the

experimental and control groups with respect to age, educa

tion, or sex distribution. An interesting finding was that

the results obtained in this study were identical to the

results reported in the original study by Golden, Hammeke,

and Purisch (1978).

Moses and Golden (1979) defined hit rates as the stan

dard of comparison employed by Golden et al. (1978). This

criterion referred to how well the Luria Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery discriminated between diagnostically

different groups. This discrimination applies to

psychiatric and neurological patients (Lezak, 1983). Hit
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rates ranging from 62 to 80 percent for the brain-injured

group and from 72 to 98% for the control group were

reported.

As in the study by Golden et al. (1978), this study used

a neurological group reflecting a heterogeneity in

neurological disease profiles. This variable could have af

fected the performances on the Luria-Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery since it is known that the

neuropathological processes differ in the various neurologi

cal diseases.

Also sex was poorly controlled in the study. There was

an unequal distribution of sex since the ratio of female to

male was 3:17 (15 female and 85 male). Although Moses and

Golden (1979) found no statistically significant difference

between the groups in sex distribution, the influence of the

unequal sex ratio on the performance of the neurological and

control groups, respectively, is unknown and warrants fur

ther investigation.

Moses and Golden (1980) replicated the results of the

original study (Purisch, Golden and Hammeke, 1978), that

compared schizophrenic and neurological patients. The

authors used the same neurological sample described in the

Moses and Golden (1979) study, and, in addition, they ob-
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tained a sample of 50 schizophrenic patients. The

schizophrenic sample consisted of the following diagnostic

types, viz., paranoid schizophrenia (N = 20), undifferen

tiated schizophrenia (N = 23), simple schizophrenia (N = 4),

and schizo-affective disorders (N = 3).

The results of this study were quite similar to those of

the original study. The authors used the cut-off scores

determined by Purisch, Golden, and Hammeke (1978), and found

the cross-validation results of eight of the 13 scales

(previously writing and reading subscales were combined) to

be slightly improved over the original study, while the

results of the other five scales were slightly reduced in

differentiating the groups. Overall, the cross-validation

study yielded a hit rate of 87 percent compared with the 88

percent of the Purisch, Golden and Hammeke (1978) study.

Also, all schizophrenics included in this study had normal

eletroencephalograms and normal physical neurological ex

aminations.

No significant differences were obtained between the

groups with respect to mean age, education, or sex distribu

tion. There was a significant difference between the

samples for illness chronicity, with the psychiatric group
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demonstrating significantly more chronic symptomatology. It

is possible that this variable could have influenced the

findings of this study.

Golden, Moses, and Graber (1980), performed a differen

tial diagnostic comparison of ventricular brain ratio (VBR) ,

among four groups of subjects. Fifty normal controls with

at least average intelligence, 30 nonpsychotic psychiatric

patients with personality or neurotic disorders, 50 chronic

schizophrenics and 40 chronic alcoholics comprised the study

groups. Within the schizophrenic subgroup there was a mul

tiple correlation of .72 between the ventricular brain ratio

and the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery measures.

The ventricular brain ratio values for the normal and mixed

nonpsychotic psychiatric groups were comparable. The

chronic alcoholic group had significantly- greater

ventricular brain ratio values than the normal and mixed

non-psychotic psychiatric groups. The chronic

schizophrenics had significantly larger cerebral ventricular

size as measured by ventricular brain ratio than all of the

other three groups.

In this study, the control group of 50 had at least

average intelligence. The authors do not mention exactly

the subjects average intelligence scores. No secondary or
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tertiary educational data are cited. Age, sex and socio

economic status were not controlled in this study and these

variables could have influenced the findings in this study.

Malloy and Webster (1981) investigated the ability of

the Luria-Nebraska Neuro-psychological Battery scores to

discriminate between three study samples. One group con

sisted of 'pseudoneurologic' cases with suspected cognitive

deficit. A second group comprised 'borderline' impaired

cases with negative neurological and computerized tomography

(C.T.) head scan results but with positive encephalogram

findings. A third group consisted of definite brain damaged

patients with positive findings on all of the medical diag

nostic measures.

The three groups were matched for age and educational

level. On the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery, a

brain damage performance was actuarially defined as three or

more scales exceeding critical level values.

The authors found that the Luria-Nebraska Neuro

psychological Battery was able to improve significantly upon

the base rate for identification of brain dysfunction. They

found that false positive (25 percent) and false negative

(21 percent) rates were within clinically acceptable limits

for diagnostic discrimination with these criterion groups.
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The overall correct classification rate for the three

samples was 80 percent. The borderline and brain damaged

groups performed very similarly. This suggests that the

Luria-Nebraska Neuro-psychological Battery did not dis

criminate very well between these groups.

Sex was not controlled in this study and it could have

influenced the findings. Also, the definition of borderline

is not clear thus making it difficult to interpret the

failure of the analysis to discriminate between borderline

and brain damaged groups.

De Obaldia, Leber, and Parsons (1981) studied a group of

30 male alcoholics. Fifteen of these subjects were recently

abstinent (2-3 weeks) from ethanol and 15 of them had been

abstinent for a prolonged period (10-12 weeks) at the time

of testing. A control group of 15 normal, healthy volun

teers provided the comparisons. The three groups were com

pared scalewise on the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery measures wi th a series of one-way analyses of

variance. The groups were compared pairwise using t-tests

for each of the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

scales thereafter. Both alcoholic groups showed more cogni

tive deficit than did the control group on all measures ex

cept the C8 (reading) scale, but the alcohol groups did not
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differ from each other. The alcoholic groups showed a mild,

consistent performance level deficit relative to the con-

trols.

The alcoholic and control groups were separated by a

full standard deviation on the 51 (Pathognomonic) scale,

suggesting that the results on this key measure alone show

significant group differences. To hypothesize alcoholic

cognitive deficit on key measures relative to control group

performance is reasonable.

This overall performance level pattern obtained by De

Obaldi et al. (1981) is a finding that appears to be

reproducible over studies, although to date, samples have

been small, and subject-to-variable ratios have been inade

quate.

Notwithstanding the importance of the findings in this

study, sex was controlled in both the alcoholic groups, that

is, all the experimental subjects were male, but the sex of

the control group was not mentioned and this variable could

have affected the final results. Also, the ages of the sub

jects were not controlled and could have confounded the

results obtained.
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Golden, Moses, Graber and Berg (1981) conducted a study

to develop and validate objective rules for interpreting the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. This study was

designed to assist in establishing an objective system for

the interpretation of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery. The initial goal was to test several hypotheses.

Firstly, in normal individuals, the average score on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery should be sig

nificantly predicted by demographic factors. Second, in

normal individuals, few scores exceed the predicted average

score plus 10 points (this score is called the cri tical

level). Third, in a patient. with neurological problems,

many scores should exceed the critical level. Therefore,

the authors contended that the critical level could act as

an individualized cutoff point, identifying normal and ab

normal scores in the patient's profile. From the results of

these analyses, a set of rules could be distinguished to

maximize discrimination of normal from neurological patients

in terms of the deviation of their performance from their

critical level.

The first analysis found a .74 multiple correlation be

tween age and education wi th the average Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery score in 60 normal subjects.

Also, less than one score per patient was over a cutoff of

the predicted average plus 10 points. The second analysis
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found that 60 neurological patients had an average of 8.3

scores over a similar cutoff. The third analysis was a com

parative study. The sample comprised 60 normal control and

60 brain damaged patients. The average age of the normal

controls was 43.2 years (8.0. = 15.4), with a mean of 13.0

years of education (8.0. = 2.9). On the otherhand, the

average age of the neurological patients was 43.6 years

(8.0. = 13.8) with a mean educational level of 12.6 years.

The neurological group included Cerebrovascular disor

der, closed head trauma, neoplasm, laceration, abscess, and

degenerative disease patients. The neurological group was

tested an average of 19.3 months (8.0. = 10.2) after onset

of the symptoms of the disease . Also, none of these sub

jects had participated in previous published studies by the

authors.

Golden et al. (1981) found an average of 1.2 (8.D.

1.8) scores above the critical level in the control group,

whereas 7.5 (8.D. = 3.9) scores exceeded the critical level

in the neurological group. The difference between the

groups on this measure was found to be significant (t(118) =

11.36, P ~ 0.0001). Also, 51 out of 60 (85 percent) of the

neurological patients were correctly classified, and 50 out

of 60 (83 percent) of the normal controls were correctly

classified, a total hit rate of 101 out of 120 (84 percent).
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Generally, the analyses found that the average score of

the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery among normal

subjects appears to be predictable by age and education. In

addition, it was found that normal patients tended to have

few, if any, scores above their cri tical level, whereas

neurological patients tend to have significantly more

elevated scores. Different scales did not show any statis

tically significant tendency to misdiagnose normals, (with a

range of 3.3 percent to 20 percent error across scales being

reported) .

Several issues emanating from this study are notewor

thy. Firstly, in most cases, the patients in this study

were Caucasians from middle - to - lower class backgrounds.

There is a possibility that socio-economic status could have

affected the resul ts. Thus, the authors, Golden et al.

(1981) emphasize that similar studies should be conducted in

other populations to establish applicable procedures and hit

rates. Secondly, the authors suggest that other methods of

interpretation should be used, e.g., profile interpretation,

localization scales, qualitative evaluation of item pat

terns, and presence of specific pathognomonic signs. Third,

sex was not controlled in this study and it could have af

fected the final results . Fourth, errors could be made in

overestimating appropriate educational level, particularly
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among those wi th lit t Le formal training. Also, under

estimating education amongst those who were self-taught is a

methodological concern.

Burkhart (1982) studied a mixed neuropsychiatric medical

control sample of 98 subjects. He used correlational tech

niques to assess the multivariate relationship of the 14

Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery variables to the

WAIS Full Scale I.Q .. score. He studied subsamples of his

subjects (brain-damaged versus control; brain damaged ver

sus psychiatric) and found highly significant relationships

between the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery clini

cal and summary scales and the WAIS Full Scale I.Q., respec

tively. The author attempted to conclude that I.Q. pre

dicted Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery performance

level independent of disorder type.

A cri ticism of this study is that Burkhart' s (1982)

analyses were seriously compromised by an insufficient

subject - to - variable ratio . The exact subject distribu

tion among the various condi tions is not reported. The

author attempted to use four covariates (sex, age, educa

tional level, and diagnosis) in regression analyses, to con

trol for all relevant variables of interest, further com

promising analyses. This does not appear to be justifiable

because of the small sample sizes used in the study.
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Golden, Berg and Graber (1982) evaluated the test-retest

reliability of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Bat

tery. The sample consisted of twenty-seven patients with

evidence of long-standing brain disorders who scored in the

moderately impaired range on the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsycho-Iogical Battery (scores above 50 but below 80)

on initial testing. Tests were repeated after an average

interval of 167 days (S.O. = 133,8). The final study sample

consisted of 14 males and 13 females averaging 35,3 years

(S.O. = 11,2) of pge. Also, the average educational level

was 11,3 years (S.O. = 2,2). In addition, all patients had

been judged as having chronic, unchanging organic condi

tions, as well as significant problems in living, which

resulted in at least two hospitilizations.

Test - retest correlations ranged from . 77 to .96,

averaging .88 over the 14 Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery scales. All correlations were significant at the

.0001 level.

The authors concluded that the results confirm that the

scores on the LNNB are stable over time. Also, the lowest

test-retest reliability of .77 is well within acceptable

clinical limits. The authors emphasize, however, that fur

ther replication of such results, as well as expansion to
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other scales of the test, are necessary. It is noteworthy

to point out that the specific brain disorders afflicting

patients were not indicated in the study. This factor

limits the extent to which generalizations can be made about

specific pathological subgroups.

Spitzform (1982) questioned the utility of the Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery in an aged population by

studying a normal, elderly sample. He also explored the

discrimination of normal from brain-impaired subjects by

using hit rates as described by Moses and Golden (1979).

Fourteen subjects over the age of 65 were recruited to

this study. All subjects completed the entire Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. Critical levels for

the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery were calcu

lated on the basis of age and education corrections given in

the manual (Golden, Hammeke and Purisch, 1980). All sub

jects were interviewed to obtain demographic information,

activi ty level, and medical history, including previous

hospitalizations, current medications, and outpatient mental

health treatment.

The 14 subjects comprised thirteen females and one male,

with ages ranging from 65 to 83 years. The mean age was 71.4

years and the standard deviation 4.8. The level of educa-
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tion ranged from two years of high school to three years of

college with a mean of 11.92 years of schooling (S.D. =

1.2). Nearly all subjects had an active involvement in com

munity and senior-citizen activities.

As expected in a sample of this age, the interview

revealed numerous reports of medical hospitalizations and

many prescription medications, e.g., undiagnosed falls and

black-outs, heart attacks, cardiac arrests, strokes, high

blood pressure and arthri tis. The Luria-Nebraska Neuro

psychological Battery summary scale scores for the 14 sub

jects were evaluated using the recommended objective rules

of Golden et al. (1980). Specifically, profiles with more

than one scale score above the critical level for that sub

ject were classified as impaired. Only one subject was

classified in the impaired range, with a total of five scale

scores exceeding the critical level. This subject clas

sified was considered one of two subjects wi th likely

neuropsychological deficits on the basis of their medical

history.

Finally, the mean Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Bat

tery scale scores for the thirteen remaining subjects which

included the male, fell in the nonimpaired range. A mean

age of 71.8 years (S.D. = 4.9) and mean level of education

of 12.1 years (S.D. = 1.1) was reported. Thus, using medi-
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cal history as the criterion, the Luria-Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery correctly identified all twelve normal

individuals and one out of two was judged to be impaired.

Thus, 13 out of 14 subjects were correctly classified, with

a hit rate of 93 percent for this sample.

Several methodological cri ticisms may be ci ted wi th

respect to this study. The sample was too small (N = 14),

and the results could have been biased because of the

specific recruitment criteria. The unequal distribution of

females to males, that is, 13 : 1 respectively, could have

affected the final results of this study. The results are

likely to reflect a female performance. There is doubt

created with the classification of one subject with likely

neuropsychological involvement on the basis of medical his

tory data, while more objective measures of brain impairment

such as computerized axial tomography scans would have been

preferred. It could be hypothesized that the sample of nor

mal elderly individuals had special characteristics, viz.,

above-average intelligence, income greater that 7000 dollars

yearly, and numerous weekly activi ties outside the home

(activities not specific). Therefore, it is clear that this

sample is not representative of all individuals over 65.

Thus, we can conclude that the performance of these subjects
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on the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery was

noteworthy in that age alone was not associated with higher

scale scores.

Although the sample is not representative of the

population from which it was drawn, it is surprising that

the motor scale mean ( X = 11, 8) was below that of the

original Golden et al. (1980) control group (x = 19,2). It

has been commonly cited that motor speed deteriorates with

increasing age. (Golden, 1980). But the unusually high

level of out-of-home activity in this sample could have af

fected this finding.

Finally, although the hit rate demonstrated by the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery on this sample of

normal elderly subjects (controlled for age and education)

was high, further research with this instrument in an el

derly population will provide additional data which can

serve to clarify and amplify the above findings.

Moses, Cardellino, and Thompson (1983), investigated

the discriminability of a mixed group of fifty schizophrenic

and schizoaffective disorder subjects diagnosed according to

DSM - III Criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1980),

from a mixed neurologically impaired group (N = 51). The

two groups were matched for age and educational level. A
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series of discriminant analyses illustrated that the two

groups were differentiated on an overall performance level.

The pathognomonic scale (81) alone was able to distinguish

between the groups. Classification hit rates ranged from 81

percent with all 14 Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Bat

tery variables included, and 78 percent with pathognomonic

Scale (S1) alone.

In addition, a post-hoc analysis showed that educational

level was a powerful predictor of performance level among

chronic schizophrenic and schizoaffective disorder patients.

In particular, it appeared that failure to complete high

school predicted considerably more cogni tive impairment

across the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

measures than was the case with subjects who had completed a

year at college (Moses & Maruish, 2/1988).

Methodological shortcomings of this study include a

failure to control or report sex as a variable. Also, a

control group of normal individuals would have provided a

good comparison group but was not considered in this study.

Rogalski, Val, Prasad, and Weiler (1985) administered

the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery to a sample

of 20 patients with the diagnosis of borderline personality

syndrome. The authors made use of the Gunderson's
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psychoanalytic formulation of the syndrome as a diagnostic

criterion rather than the standardised, objectively-defined

DSM-III-R criteria for Borderline Personality Disorder

(American Psychiatric Association, 1987). Although the

diagnostic criteria used in this study were operationally

ambiguous, it was interesting to note that the group of Bor

derline Syndrome Patients revealed a low-lying Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery profile. The males

showed slightly more deficit than the females on scalewise

group plots of the data, but the cross-sex differences were

not statistically significant. Both sexes scored very near

to the 40 T-Score level overall. There was very little cog

nitive deficit of significance amongst these subjects.

A major shortcoming in this study was that age was not a

controlled variable, and it could have affected the final

scores on the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.

Also the final study sample was too small (N = 20) and a

bigger study sample was recommended for future research.

Swendseid (1985) extended previous aging research with

the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery to examine the

effects of age and nonneurologic physical illness on the

Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery performance level

patterns. She studied young and elderly (over age 70) sub

jects in physically ill and optimally healthy groups respec-
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tively. Four such groups were derived: young, optimally

healthy; young, physically ill; elderly, optimally heal

thy; elderly, physically ill. Relative to the younger

subjects, elderly subjects performed less well, as suggested

from previous research, but poor health also impacted nega

tively on neuropsychological performance. It was found that

the unhealthy elderly group performed within normal limits

on the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. Corre

lates of poorer performance were greater age, cardiovascular

disease and depression.

Langell, Purisch, and Golden (1986) compared the perfor

mances of paranoid and nonparanoid schizophrenics with a

nonpsychiatric control group on the clinical and summary

scales of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.

This was done by a series of direct discriminant analyses in

which all 14 Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery vari

ables were entered as predictors in each analysis. Forty

five subjects in each of the paranoid, nonparanoid and the

nonpsychiatric (control) groups were matched for age, educa

tional level, sex, and handedness.

High group discriminability rates were found between all

three groups (86 percent overall hit rate). For subgroup

contrasts, 88 percent for paranoid versus nonparanoid, and

93 percent for paranoid versus normals were reported. There
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was greater consistency of deficit among the nonparanoid

than among paranoid schizophrenics in comparison with nor

mals. Differences between paranoid and nonparanoid

schizophrenics were reported as involving complex motor

functions, attention/concentration, as well as the process

ing, storage, and retrieval of complex information (Moses

and Maruish, 2/1988).

It is difficult to interpret the findings of this study

particularly with respect to the greater impairment of per

formance among nonparanoid patients. Perhaps this is due to

the classification of patients into distinct diagnostic

categories. No information regarding the criteria used for

these diagnoses nor the professionals performing the diag

noses is forthcoming in the study.

Silverstein, McDonald, and Meltzer (1986) examined the

stability of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

test results in different psychiatric groups over periods of

1.5 to 2.5 years. The patients were not retested at any

standard interval, and in some groups variability of the

intertest interval exceeded a year. Patients examined were

diagnosed as schizophrenic, schizoaffective disorder, major

depressive, or manic. The findings suggested that cognitive
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deficit as measured by the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery remained relatively stable over time and over the

acute versus chronic phase of the disorder.

Methodological criticisms that may be levelled at the

study are the following. The total number of subjects that

comprised the final study sample was not mentioned. Thus,

the ratio of the number of subjects to variables, if less

than five to one, could have confounded the results. A sub

ject to variable ratio of ten to one has been recommended

(Keppel, 1983). The lack of a control group cautions that

the above data be considered as pilot observations which re

quire further experimental evaluation before firm conclu

sions be drawn.
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CHAPTER FOUR

METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the following aspects will be discussed,

viz., subjects, apparatus and procedure.

4.1 Subjects

The target area was Reservoir Hills, a suburb lying just on

the outskirts of Durban (See Appendix A). Approximately one

hundred and twenty biographical inventories (Appendix B) were ad

ministered to sixty female and sixty male adults to elicit the

necessary information regarding age, sex and socio-economic

status, as well as some personal information. From the respon

dents, 80 subjects were selected for the final study sample, ac

cording to the following criteria:

(i) Forty female and forty male.

(ii) Two distinct age groups, viz., 25-40 year olds and

50-60 year olds.
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(iii) Socio-economic status was distinguished into higher and

lower, according to a formula proposed by Schlemmer and

Stopforth (1979). There was an equal number of female and

male respondents in the entire study sample.

All eighty subjects were in active employment, during the

period of the fieldwork. The subjects were randomly selected

from one Indian residential area in Durban, that is, Reservoir

Hills (Appendix A), because of it's accessibility and con

venience.

4.2 Apparatus

The biographical inventory (Appendix B) was used for the

selection of the final study sample, comprising 80 subjects. The

purpose of the Biographical inventory was to elicit the relevant

information regarding age, sex and socio-economic status. Fur

thermore, questions were posed regarding events of present and

past neurological diseases as well as neurosurgical operations

due to disease to the central nervous system. Also, a screening

schedule was used to elicit information regarding episodes of

seizures, psychological and psychiatric illnesses. The above

mentioned criteria were also applied to the immediate family of

the subjects, that is, the spouse, siblings, children and

parents.
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The Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery is a rela

tively new instrument derived from test procedures developed by

the Russian neuropsychologist, A.R. Luria (1966, 1973). The 269

items of the battery are divided into eleven sections (clinical

scales), that assess motor; rhythm; tactile; visual-spatial;

receptive; expressive, reading; writing; arithmetic; memory

and intellectual skills.

Three additional scales (summary scales) are scored. The

Left Hemisphere scale, consists of all motor and tactile items

performed with the right hand and arm only. The Right Hemisphere

scale is derived from all motor and tactile items performed with

the left hand and arm only, and the Pathognomonic scale which is

represented by the thirty-four items empirically determined to be

most sensitive to brain damage.

Each item in the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

is scored numerically, viz., 0 (no impairment), 1 (Borderline),

or 2 (impaired). Performances are classed 0, 1 or 2 on the basis

of cutoffs empirically determined to provide the maximum dis

crimination between brain-damaged and normal subjects (Golden,

Hammeke, and Purisch, 1980). The Luria-Nebraska scales may be

transformed into standardized (T) scores, with higher scores cor

responding to poorer performance (Golden et al., 1981).
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4.3 Procedure

The Luria-Nebraska Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery Form

1 (Appendix 3) was administered and interpreted according to the

LNNB manual (Golden, Hammeke and Purisch, 1980). The procedure

of testing adhered strictly to the instructions outlined in the

manual.

All prospective subjects were contacted telephonically to

arrange a suitable day and time to discuss the proposed study,

clarify any doubts, and fill in the biographical inventory. All

subjects were given an opportunity to withdraw at any stage of

the study. Once the subject completed the biographical inven

tory, and satisfied all the necessary criteria, they were con

tacted telephonically to arrange a convenient day and time for

the test battery to be administered. Testing was staggered to

optimize performance, as suggested by the authors of the text

(Golden et al., 1983). The subjects were reassured that all in

formation received would to be treated in strict confidence.
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5. RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION

The results of this investigation will be presented in

four parts. Part One will deal with the demographic features

of the sample ( age, sex, income, etc . ). Part Two will

examine hypothesis one, that is, there will be a significant

difference in the performance of the 25 - 40 year olds versus

the 50 - 60 year olds on the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery. Part Three will be concerned with

hypothesis two, that is, there will be a significant

difference between the performances of males and females on

the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. Part Four

will concentrate on hypothesis three, that is, there will be a

significant relationship between socio - economic status (SES)

and performance on the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery.

5.1 PART ONE DEMOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THE SAMPLE

TABLE 1 - AGE x SEX DISTRIBUTION OF THE FINAL STUDY SAMPLE

25 - 40 year 50 - 60 year
olds olds

Female 20 20

Male 20 20

40 40

Table 1 above indicates that the final study sample

comprised 80 subjects. These subjects were selected randomly

( cluster sampling ) from approximately one hundred and twenty

respondents, in one residential area, that is, Reservoir

Hills, Durban. (Appendix 2). Thereafter, the final study

sample completed the biographical inventory ( Appendix 3 )

individually. This inventory elicited the relevant
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biographical data ( eg., age, sex, occupational title, income

per annum, etc. ) from each respondent.

With regard to socio - economic status, the guide

proposed by Schlemmer and Stopporth (1979) was used to

categorise the subjects according to occupational title /

status. This guide is recommended by the authors for Indian

occupational categorisation in South Africa. The final score

elicited for socio - economic status according to the guide is

referred to as prestige status ( a numerical score index 

ie., the higher the score, the more professional as well as

higher the income per annum.
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5.2 PART TWO Hypothesis 1 - There will be a significant

difference between the performances of the

25 - 40 year olds and 50 - 60 year olds on

the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery.

5.2.1 AGE AND TOTAL LNNB PERFORMANCE

A Manova Programme ( 2 x 14) was performed using SAS ( 1988,

Release 6.03 edition ), and the results generated were used to

analyse the effects of age. These findings are reflected in

the table below.

TABLE 2 Summary table of Age versus Total Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery Scores for

females and males. ( N = 80

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

***
Age 83269.51 1 83269.51 25. 16 s 0.001

Error 258190,88 78 3310.14

Corrected
Total 341460.39 79

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

The results in Table 2 suggest that age was a significant

variable ( F (1.79) = 25.16, P ~ 0.001 ). The mean of the

older group ( 50-60 ) year olds was 134.18 and the mean of

the younger group ( 25-40 year olds ) was 69.65. Thus there

was a significantly higher mean total Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery score obtained by the older group.

The total Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

scores are derived from the 14 sub scale scores. In an effort

to investigate which scales contributed to the total

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery significant
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difference, each sub scale was analysed separately and the

results are reflected hereafter.

5.2.2 Age and Motor Scale

Table 3 Summary Table of Age versus Motor Scale of the

Luria -Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Motor 551.25 1 551.25 15.77 s 0.001

Error 2726.30 78 34.95

Corrected 3277.55 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

It can be seen from the Table 3 that age had a

significant influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the motor subscale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery ( F (1.79) = 15.77, P S 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 12.05

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 6.80.

Thus these results indicated that there was a significantly

higher mean motor scale score obtained by the older group.
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5.2.3 Age and Rhythm Scale

Table 4 Summary Table of Age versus Rhythm Scale of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 551.25 1 551.25 15.77 s 0.001

Error 2726.30 78 34.95

Corrected 3277.55 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

The results in Table 4 suggest that age had a significant

influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on the rhythm

subscale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

( F (1.79) = 15,77, p s 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 12.05

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 6.80.

These results indicated that a significantly higher mean

visual scale score was obtained by the older group .
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5.2.4 Age and Tactile Scale

Table 5 Summary Table of Age versus Tactile Scale of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 68.45 1 68.45 14.69 s 0.001

Error 363.50 78 4.66

Corrected 431.95 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

It can be seen from Table 5 that age had a significant

effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on the Tactile

subscale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

( F(1.79) = 14.69, p S 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 6.65

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 4.80.

Thus a significantly higher mean Tactile scale score was

obtained by the older group.
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5.2.5 Age and Visual Scale

Table 6 Summary Table of Age versus Visual Scale of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 470.45 1 470.45 22.25 s 0.001

Error 1649.50 78 21 .15

Corrected 2119.95 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

The results in Table 6 suggest that age had a significant

effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on the visual

subscale of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

( F(1.79) = 22.25, P s 0.001) .

The mean of the older group (50-60 year aIds) was 12.15

and the mean of the younger group ( 25 - 40 year aIds) was

7.30. These results indicate that a significantly higher mean

of the visual scale score was obtained by the older group.
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5.2.6 Age arid Receptive Speech Scale

Table 7 Summary Table of Age versus Receptive Speech Scale

of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

of 80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 750.31 1 750.31 20.03 s 0.001

Error 2922.18 78 37.46

Corrected 3672.49 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

It can be seen from Table 7 that age had a significant

influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on the

Receptive Speech subscale of the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F (1.79) = 20.03, P ~ 0.001).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 9.30

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 3.18.

Thus there was a significantly higher mean on the Receptive

Speech Scale obtained by the older group.
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5.2.7 Age and Expressive Speech Scale

Table 8 Summary Table of Age versus Expressive Speech

Scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 720.00 1 720.00 19.18 ~ 0.001

Error 2927.95 78 37.54

Corrected 3647.95 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level .

The results in Table 8 suggest that age had a significant

effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on the Expressive

Speech Scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

F (1.79) = 19.18, P ~ 0.001).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 9.23

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 3.23.

These results indicate that a significantly higher mean

Expressive Speech scale score was obtained by the older group.
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5.2.8 Age and Writing Scale

Table 9 Summary Table of Age versus Writing Scale of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 551.25 1 551 .25 15.77 s 0.001

Error 2726.30 78 34.95

Corrected 3277.55 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

It can be seen from Table 9 that age had a significant

influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on the Writing

subscale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

F (1.79) = 15.77, P s 0.001).

The mean of the older group (50 -60 year olds) was 12.05

and the mean of the younger group (25~40 year olds) was 6.80.

Thus there a significantly a higher mean writing scale score

obtained by the older group.
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5.2.9 Age and Reading Scale

Table 10 Summary Table of Age versus Reading Scale of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of

80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

NS
Age 26.45 1 26.45 2.79 > 0.05

Error 738.75 78 9.47

Corrected 765.20 79
Total

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 10 suggest that age did not have a

significant effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Reading Subscale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery ( F (1.79) = 2.79, p > 0.05 ).
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5.2.10 Age and Arithmetic Scale

Table 11 Summary Table of Age versus Arithmetic Scale of

the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of

80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

**
Age 112.81 1 112.81 8.89 s 0.01

Error 989.88 78 12.69

Corrected 1102.69 79
Total

** Significant at 0.01 level.

It can be seen from the Table 11 that age had a

significant influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Arithmetic scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery ( F (1.79) = 8.89, p s 0.01 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year aIds) was 4.13

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year aIds) was 1.75.

There was a significantly higher mean Arithmetic score

obtained by the older group.
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5.2.11 Age and Memory Scale

Table 12 Summary Table of Age versus Memory Scale of the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of

80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 649.80 1 649.80 76.09 s 0.001

Error 666.15 78 8.54

Corrected 1315.95 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

The results in Table 12 illustrate that age had a

significant effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Memory Scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery ( F (1.79) = 76.09, P s 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 8.58 and the

mean of the younger group was 2.88. These results indicate

that a significantly higher mean memory score was obtained by

the older group.
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5.2.12 Age and Intellectual Processes Scale

Table 13 Summary Table of Age versus Intellectual Processes

Scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***Age 649.80 1 649.80 8.03 s 0.01

Error 6311.75 78 80.92

Corrected 6961.55 79
Total

** Significant at 0.01 level.

It can be seen from the Table 13 that age had a

significant effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Intellectual Process subscale of the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F (1.79) = 8.03, p S 0.01 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year aIds) was 17.93

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year aIds) was 12.23.

Thus a significantly higher mean Intellectual Processes score

was obtained by the older group.
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5.2.13 Age and Pathognomonic Scale

Table 14 Summary Table of Age versus Pathognomonic Scale of

the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of

80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***
Age 884.45 1 884.45 24.88 :S 0.001

Error 2772.35 78 35.54

Corrected 3656.80 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

The results in Table 14 illustrate that age had a

significant influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Pathognomonic Subscale of the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F (1.79) = 24.88, p :s 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year aIds) was 13.53

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year aIds) was 6.80.

These results indicate that a significantly higher mean

Pathognomonic score was obtained by the older group.
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5.2.14 Age and Left - Hemisphere Scale

Table 15 Summary Table of Age versus Left - Hemisphere

Scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

**
Age 720.00 1 720.00 20.34 s 0.001

Error 2760.75 78 35.39

Corrected 3480.75 79
Total

** Significant at 0.001 level.

It can be seen from Table 15 that age had a significant

effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on the Left 

Hemisphere Subscale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery ( F (1.79) = 20.34, p s 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year olds) was 10.38

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 4.38.

Thus a significantly higher mean Left - Hemisphere score was

obtained by the older group.
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5.2.15 Age and Right - Hemisphere Scale

Table 16 Summary Table of Age versus Right - Hemisphere

Scale of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 female and male subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
Variation

***Age 1394.45 1 1394.45 32.13 ~ 0.001

Error 3385.35 78 43.40

Corrected 4779.30 79
Total

*** Significant at 0.001 level.

The results in Table 16 illustrate that age had a

significant effect on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Right - Hemisphere subscale of the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F (1.79) = 32.13, p , ~ 0.001 ).

The mean of the older group (50-60 year aIds) was 17.63

and the mean of the younger group (25-40 year olds) was 9.28.

These results indicate that a significantly higher mean

Right - Hemisphere score was obtained by the older group.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS: HYPOTHESIS 1: AGE EFFECTS

Table 17 Summary Table of Age versus Total and the 14

Subscales of the LNNB,listed from most

significant to least I no significance.

SCALE OF LNNB F P

***
Total (LNNB) 25.16 s 0.001

***
Visual 22.25 s 0.001

***
Receptive Speech 20 .03 s 0.001

***
Memory 76.09 s 0.001

***
Pathognomonic 24.88 s 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere 20 .34 s 0.001

***
Right - Hemisphere 32. 13 s 0.001

***
Motor 15.77 s 0.001

***
Rhythm 15.77 s 0.001

***
Writing 15.77

.
0.001s

***
Tactile 14 .69 s 0.001

**
Arithmetic 8 .89 s 0.01

**
Intellectual Processes 8 .03 s 0.01

Reading
NS

2.79 > 0.05

P.T.O.
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CONCLUSION: HYPOTHESIS 1 AGE EFFECTS

Age had a very significant influence on 13 subscales of

the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery, (viz. Motor,

Rhythm, Tactile, Visual, Receptive Speech, Expressive Speech,

Writing, Arithmetic, Memory, Intellectual Processes,

Pathognomonic, Left -Hemisphere, Right - Hemisphere, as well

as the total Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

score.

Age did not have a significant effect on the reading

subscale of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.
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5 . 3 PART THREE HYPOTHESIS 2 : There will be a significant

difference between the performance of

females and males on the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery.

5.3.1 SEX AND TOTAL LNNB PERFORMANCE

A Manova Programme ( 2 x 14) was performed using SAS

(1988, Release 6.03 edition ), and the results generated were

to analyse the effects of sex. These findings are reflected

in the table hereafter.

TABLE 18 Summary table of Sex versus total Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery scores for

Females and males ( N=80 ).

Source' of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 5297.51 1 5297.51 1 .23 > 0.05

Error 336162.88 78 4309.78

Corrected
Total 341460.39 79

NS not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 18 suggest that sex was not a

significant variable ( F(1.79) = 1,23, p> 0,05 in the total

score performance of the subjects on the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery.

The total Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

scores are derived from the 14 subscale scores. These

subscales were analysed independently to investigate whether

individual subscales showed significant difference as per sex.
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5.3.2. Sex and Motor Scale

TABLE 19 Summary table of Sex versus Motor Scale of Luria

- Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery on 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 31 .25 1 31.25 0.75 > 0.05

Error 3246.30 78 41.62

Corrected
Total 3277.55 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 19 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performance of females and

males on the motor subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 0.75, p> 0,05 ).
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5.3.2 Sex and Rhythm Scale

TABLE 20 Summary table of Sex versus Rhythm Scale of the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 31 .25 1 31 .25 0.75 > 0.05

Error 3246.30 78 41.62

Corrected
Total 3277.55 79

NS not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 20 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performance of females and

males on the Rhythm Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 0.75, p> 0 .05 ).
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5.3.3 Sex and Tactile Scale

TABLE 21 Summary table of Sex versus Tactile Scale of Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 0.00 1 0.00 0.00 > 0.05

Error 431 .95 78 5.54

Corrected
Total 431 .95 79

NS not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 21 indicated that there was no

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Tactile Subscale Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 0.00, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.4 Sex and Visual Scale

TABLE 22 Summary table of Sex versus Visual Scale of the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

*
Sex 192.20 1 192.20 7.78 s 0.05

Error 1927.75 78 24.71

Corrected
Total 2119.95 79

* Significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 22 illustrate that sex had a

significant influence on the performance of the 80 subjects on

the Visual Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery ( F(1.79) = 7.78, P S 0.05 ).

The mean of the females (n=40) was 11.28 and the mean of

the males (n=40) was 8.18. These results indicate that a

significantly higher mean was obtained by the females as

compared to the males.
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5.3.5 Sex and Receptive Speech Scale

TABLE 23 Summary table of Sex versus Receptive Speech Scale

of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

of 80 subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 159.61 1 159 . 61 3.54 > 0.05

Error 3512.88 78 45.04

Corrected
Total 3672.49 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 23 revealed that there was no .

significant difference in the performance between females and

males on the Receptive Speech Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 3.54, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.6 Sex and Expressive Speech Scale

TABLE 24 Summary table of Sex versus Expressive Speech

Scale of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 subjects.

Source of SS d f MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 1 .25 1 1 .25 0.03 > 0.05

Error 3646.70 78 46.75

Corrected
Total 3647.95 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 24 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performance between females and

males on the Expressive Speech Subscale of the Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 0.03,

p> 0,05 ).
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5.3.7 Sex and Writing Scale

TABLE 25 Summary table of Sex versus Writing Scale of the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 31 .25 1 31.25 0.75 > 0.05

Error 3246.30 78 41 .62

Corrected
Total 3277.55 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 25 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Writing Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F (1.79) = 0.75, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.8 Sex and Reading Scale

TABLE 26 Summary table of Sex versus Reading Scale of the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 18.05 1 18.05 1 .88 > 0.05

Error 747.15 78 9.58

Corrected
Total 765.20 79

NS: Not 'significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 26 indicated that there was no

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Writing Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 1.88, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.9 Sex and Arithmetic Scale

TABLE 27 Summary table of Sex versus Arithmetic Scale of

the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

of the subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 40.61 1 40.61 2.98 > 0.05

Error 1062.08 78 13.62

Corrected
Total 1102.69 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 27 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performance between females and

males on the Arithmetic $ubscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 2.98, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.10 Sex and Memory Scale

TABLE 28 Summary table of Sex versus Memory Scale of the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery of 80

subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 0.20 1 0.20 0.01 > 0.05

Error 1315.75 78 16.87

Corrected
Total 1315.95 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 28 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Memory Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery (F (1,79) = 0.01, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.11 Sex and Intellectual Processes

TABLE 29 Summary table of Sex versus Intellectual Processes

of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

*
Sex 336.20 1 336.20 3.96 ~ 0.05

Error 6625.35 78 84.94

Corrected
Total 6961.55 79

* Significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 29 revealed that there was a

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Intellectual Processes subscale of the Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 3.96, p, ~

0,05 ).

The mean of the females was 17.13 and the mean of the

males was 13.03. There was a higher mean score obtained by

the females.
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5.3.12 Sex and Pathognomonic Scale

TABLE 30 Summary table of Sex versus Pathognomonic Scale of

the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

of 80 subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 20.00 1 20.00 0.43 > 0.05

Error 3636.80 78 46.63

Corrected
Total 3656.80 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 30 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Pathognomonic Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 0.43, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.13 Sex and Left - Hemisphere Scale

TABLE 31 Summary table of Sex versus Left Hemisphere Scale

of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 36.45 1 36.45 0.83 > 0.05

Error 3444.30 78 44. 16

Corrected
Total 3480.75 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 31 revealed that there was no

significant difference in the performances of females and

males on the Left Hemisphere Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1,79) = 0.83, p> 0.05 ).
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5.3.14 Sex and Right - Hemisphere Scale

TABLE 32 Summary table of Sex versus Right - Hemisphere

Scale of the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery of 80 subjects.

Source of SS df MS F P
variation

NS
Sex 92.45 1 92.45 1 .54 > 0.05

Error 4687.35 78 60.09

Corrected
Total 4779.80 79

NS: Not significant at 0.05 level.

The results in Table 32 revealed that there was no

significant differences between females and males on the Right

- Hemisphere Subscale of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery ( F(1.79) = 1.54, p> 0.05 ).
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Table 33 Summary Table of effect of sex on the performance

on the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery including the total, listed from the most

significant to least I no significance.

SCALE OF LNNB F P

**
Visual 7.78 s 0.01

*
Intellectual Processes 3.96 s 0.05

NS
Total (LNNB) 1 .23 > 0.05

NS
Motor 0.75 > 0.05

NS
Rhythm 0.75 > 0.05

NS
Tactile 0.00 > 0.05

NS
Receptive Speech 3.54 > 0.05

NS
Expressive Speech 0.03 > 0.05

NS
Writing 0.75 > 0.05

NS
Reading 1 . 88 > 0.05

NS
Arithmetic 2 .98 > 0.05

NS
Memory 0.01 > 0.05

NS
Pathognomonic 0.43 > 0.05

NS
Left Hemisphere 0.83 > 0.05

Right Hemisphere
NS

1 . 54 > 0.05
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CONCLUSION: HYPOTHESIS 1: AGE EFFECTS

Twelve subscales ( Motor, Rhythm, Tactile, Receptive,

Speech, Expressive Speech, Writing, Reading, Arithmetic,

Memory, Pathognomonic, Left - Hemisphere and Right 

Hemisphere ) as well as the total of the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery were not significantly affected by

sex.

Only two subscales, viz., visual and intellectual

processes were significantly affected by the sex factor.
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5.4 PART FOUR: HYPOTHESIS 3 - There will be a significant

relationship between socio - economic status and performance

on the Luria Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.

HOW WAS S.E.S. DERIVED

The socio economic status was determined by using a

comprehensive guide proposed by Schlemmer and stopworth (1979)

which categorises all subjects according to the occupational

status. This guide has a dual purpose. Firstly it is a way

of differentiating systematically between occupations which

represent different levels of achievement in work status and,

secondly, occupational status is an index of social

achievements, of a particular kind.

The final score elicited for socio - economic status

according to the guide is referred to as PRESTIGE STATUS ( a

numerical score ), with a higher score indicating the more

professional as well as a higher income per annum. Prestige

status rating was validated against income and level of

education.

Finally, the guide was informative and comprehensive

which made subject classification simple and less time 

consuming. On completion of the administration of the Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery, Form 1, the scores were

analysed on the computer. The raw scores of all 269 items for

each subject were copied on the V.P. Planner; that is, spread

sheets. Once this task was completed, the information was

transposed on the SAS Data Set (1988, Release, 6.03 edition)

SPEARMAN RANK ORDER CORRELATION

According to Hinkle et al (1982), the Spearman RHO is the

correlation coefficient that should be used when the level of

measurement for both variables being correlated is ordinal.

In this particular case the Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery scales and the prestige status

scales ( indicator of socio - economic status ) are ordinal

data, hence Spearman Rank Order correlation was used to

analyse the data.
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5.4.1 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance for

Female Subjects.

Table 50 Relationship between the Socioeconomic Status and

the performance of 40 female subjects on the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery,

analysed by Spearman Rho Correlation Coefficient.

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

***
Total (LNNB) - 0.530 s 0.001

***
Intellectual Processes - 0.603 s 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere - 0.525 ~ 0.001

***
Arithmetic - 0.512 s 0.001

**
Visual - 0.502 s 0.01

**
Receptive Speech - 0.478 s 0.01

**
Reading - 0.436 s 0.01

**
Expressive Speech - 0.404 s 0.01

**
Right Hemisphere - 0.391 s 0.01

*
Memory - 0.369 s 0.05

*
Pathognomonic - 0.363 s 0.05

Writing - 0.288 > 0.05

Motor - 0.288 > 0.05

Rhythm - 0.288 > 0.05

Tactile - 0.242 > 0.05
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Table 50 indicates that there was a significant negative

correlation between SES and performance of the 40 female

subjects on the total LNNB, as well as the intellectual

processes, left hemisphere, arithmetic, visual, receptive

speech, reading, expressive speech, right hemisphere, memory

and pathognomonic scale in decreasing absolute value. No

significant relationship was found between SES and the

writing, motor, rhythm and tactile scales.
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5.4.2 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance for Males

Table 51 Relationship between the socioeconomic status and

the performance of 40 males on the Luria- Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

***
Total (LNNB) - 0.556 s 0.001

***
Motor - 0.579 ~ 0.001

***
Rhythm - 0.579 s 0.001

***
Writing - 0.579 s 0.001

***
Right - Hemisphere - 0.566 s 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere - 0.546 s 0.001

***
Arithmetic - 0.513 s 0.001

***
Expressive Speech - 0.502 s 0.001

**
Intellectual Processes - 0.453 s 0.01

**
Memory - 0.446 s 0.01

**
Tactile - 0.445 s 0.01

**
Pathognomonic - 0.417 s 0.01

**
Reading - 0.404 s 0.01

**
Receptive Speech - 0.398 s 0.01

*
Visual - 0.344 s 0.05
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From the results in Table 51, it can be concluded that there

is a significant -ye correlation between socio - economic

status and the performance of the 40 male subjects on the

Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery scores on all

subscales.
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5.4.3 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance of Older

Subjects ( 50 - 60 year olds ).

Table 52 The relationship between the socioeconomic status

and performance of older subjects on the Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

***
Total (LNNB) - 0.680 s 0.001

***
Tactile - 0.732 s 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere - 0.705 ~ 0.001

***
Expressive Speech - 0.690 s 0.001

***
Right - Hemisphere - 0.688 s 0.001

***
Pathognomonic - 0.657 s 0.001

***
Motor - 0.622 s 0.001

***
Rhythm - 0.622 s 0.001

***
Writing - 0.622 s 0.001

***
Intellectual Processes - 0.612 ~ 0.001

***
Arithmetic - 0.592 s 0.001

***
Visual - 0.567 s 0.001

***
Receptive Speech - 0.544 s 0.001

***
Reading - 0.523 s 0.001

**
Memory - 0.459 s 0.01
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From the results in Table 52, it can be concluded that

there is a significant -ye correlation between socio 

economic status and the performance of 20 older female and

older male subjects ( 50 -60 year olds ), on the total Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery score and all subscale

scores.
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5.4.4 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance Younger

Subjects ( 25 - 40 year olds )

Table 53 The relationship between the socio-economic

status and performance of 20 younger female and

20 younger male subjects ( 25 - 40 year olds ) on

the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery,

analysed according to the Spearman Rho Correlation

Coefficient.

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

**
Total (LNNB) - 0.401 s 0.01

**
Memory - 0.502 ~ 0.01

**
Left - Hemisphere - 0.387 s 0.01

*
Intellectual Processes - 0.355 s 0.05

*
Receptive Speech - 0.349 s 0.05

*
Right - Hemisphere - 0.313 s 0.05

Arithmetic - 0.301 > 0.05

Reading - 0.213 > 0.05

Visual - 0.259 > 0.05

Motor - 0.235 > 0.05

Rhythm - 0.235 > 0.05

Expressive Speech - 0.228 > 0.05

Tactile - o. 138 > 0.05

Pathognomonic - O. 137 > 0.05
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From the results in Table 53, it can be concluded that

there is a significant -ve correlation between socio 

economic status and the scores of 20 younger male and female

subjects ( 25-40 year olds), on the total Luria - Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery. A breakdown analysis reveals that

only the Memory, Left - Hemisphere, Right - Hemisphere,

Intellectual Processes and Receptive Speech subscales revealed

a significant -ve correlation.
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5.4.5 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance of older

females ( 50 - 60 year olds )

Table 54 The relationship between the socioeconomic status

and performance of 20 Older female subjects on

the Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

**
Total (LNNB) - 0.672 ~ 0.01

***
Tactile - 0.757 ~ 0.001

***
Pathognomonic - 0.714 s 0.001

***
Visual - 0.693 s 0.001

***
Right - Hemisphere - 0.678 s 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere - 0.675 s 0.001

***
Expressive Speech - 0.673 s 0.001

**
Receptive Speech - 0.636 s 0.01

**
Intellectual Processes - 0.622 s 0.01

**
Arithmetic - 0.594 s 0.01

*
Writing - 0.513 s 0.05

*
Motor - 0.513 s 0.05

*
Rhythm - 0.513 s 0.05

*
Reading - 0.496 s 0.05

*
Memory - 0.446 s 0.05
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From the results in Table 54, it can be concluded that

there is a significant -ye correlation between socio 

economic status and the scores of 20 female subjects 50 - 60

year olds ) on the total Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery and on all the subscales.
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5.4.6 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance of

Younger Females ( 25 - 40 year aIds )

Table 55 The relationship between socioeconomic status and

performance of 20 Younger female subjects on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

*
Total (LNNB) - 0.490 s 0.05

**
Intellectual Processes - 0.624 s 0.01

**
Receptive Speech - 0.599 ~ 0.01

*
Reading - 0.532 s 0.05

*
Visual - 0.523 s 0.05

*
Arithmetic - 0.507 s 0.05

*
Left Hemisphere - 0.500 s 0.05

**
Memory - 0.646 s 0.01

Tactile - 0.327 > 0.05

Right - Hemisphere - 0.203 > 0.05

Expressive Speech - O. 133 > 0.05

Pathognomonic - 0.058 > 0.05

Motor - 0.029 > 0.05

Rhythm - 0.029 > 0.05

Writing - 0.029 > 0.05
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From the results in Table 55 it can be concluded that

there is a significant -ve correlation between Socio-Economic

status and the performance of 20 younger female subjects (25 

40 year old) on the total Luria - Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery scores and the memory, Intellectual Processes,

Receptive Speech, Reading, Visual,_ Arithmetic and Left

Hemisphere subscales.
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5.4.7 Relationship between SES and LNNB Performance

of older Males ( 50 - 60 year aIds )

Table 56 The relationship between socioeconomic status and

performance of 20 Older male subjects on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

***
Total (LNNB) - 0.741 s 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere - 0.763 s 0.001

***
Right - Hemisphere - 0.748 s 0.001

***
Writing - 0.747 s 0.001

***
Motor - 0.747 ~ 0.001

***
Rhythm - 0.747 s 0.001

***
Tactile - 0.746 s 0.001

***
Expressive Speech - 0.694 s 0 .001

***
Arithmetic - 0.688 s 0.001

***
Intellectual Processes - 0.676 s 0.001

**
Receptive Speech - 0.653 s 0.01

**
Pathognomonic - 0.636 s 0.01

**
Visual - 0.620 s 0.01

**
Reading - 0.598 s 0.01

*
Memory - 0.525 s 0.05
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From the results in Table 56 it can be concluded that

there was a significant -ye correlation between Socio-Economic

status and the performance of 20 male subjects (50 - 60 year

old) on the total Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

total and all the subscales.
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5.4.8 Relationship between SES and LNNB Perfqrmance

of Younger Males ( 25 - 40 year olds ).

Table 57 The relationship between socioeconomic status and

performance of 20 Younger male subjects on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r p

Total (LNNB) - 0.397 > 0.05

Right - Hemisphere - 0.412 > 0.05

Motor - 0.347 > 0.05

Rhythm - 0.347 > 0.05

Writing - 0.347 > 0.05

Memory - 0.343 > 0.05

Expressive Speech - 0.263 > 0.05

Left - Hemisphere - 0.259 > 0.05

Reading - O. 194 > 0.05

Arithmetic - O. 189 > 0.05

Intellectual Processes - O. 118 > 0.05

Pathognomonic - 0.044 > 0.05

Tactile - 0.014 > 0.05

Visual - 0.007 > 0.05

Receptive Speech - 0.005 > 0.05
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From the results in Table 57 it can be concluded that

there was no significant -ve correlation between Socio

Economic status and the performance of 20 younger male

subjects (25 - 40 year old) on the total Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery total and all the subscales.
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5.4.9 Relationship between Socioeconomic Status and

Performance in the Entire Group

Table 58 The relationship of socioeconomic status and

performance of total number of subjects on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

SCALE OF LURIA-NEBRASKA
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL BATTERY r P

***
Total (LNNB) - 0.512 :S 0.001

***
Motor - 0.448 :S 0.001

***
Rhythm - 0.448 :S 0.001

***
Receptive Speech - 0.429 :S 0.001

***
Expressive Speech - 0.466 :S 0.001

***
Writing - 0.448 :S 0.001

***
Arithmetic - 0.460 :S 0.001

***
Intellectual Processes - 0.497 :S 0.001

***
Left - Hemisphere - 0.530 :S 0.001

***
Right - Hemisphere - 0.464 :S 0.001

***
Reading - 0.410 :S 0.001

***
Memory - 0.406 :S 0.001

***
Pathognomonic - 0.408 :S 0.001

***
Visual - 0.396 :S 0.001

**
Tactile - 0.345 :S 0.01
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From the results in Table 58 it can be concluded that

there was a significant -ye correlation between Socio-Economic

status and the performance of 80 subjects (40 males and 40

females) on the total Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery total and on all the subscales.
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Table 59 Overall Summary of correlation between Socio

Economic status and performance of the Luria 

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.

r p

***
Total Sample and Total LNNB - 0.512 s 0.001

Total Sample and Total LNNB

***
All Female (N = 40) - 0.530 s 0.001

***
All Male (N = 40) - 0.556 s 0.001

***
All older Female and Male (N=40) - 0.680 ~ 0.001

All younger Female and Male **
(N = 40) - 0.401 s 0.01

**
Older Female (N = 20) - 0.672 s 0.01

***
Older Male (N = 20) - 0.741 s 0.001

*
Younger Female (N = 20) - 0.490 s 0.05

Younger Male (N = 20) - 0.397 > 0.05

The findings will be discussed in the light of the aims and

hypotheses listed in chapter one.
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CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION

Several aims were postulated in Chapter One. In accordance

wi th these aims, hypotheses were advanced and tested in the

results section. The discussion that follows will thus present

an examination of the hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: There will be a significant difference

between the performances of the 25-40 year olds and the 50-60

year olds on the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.

The results in Table 2 suggest age formed a significant

effect in the total score performance of the subjects on the

Luria-Nebraska · Neuropsychological Battery (F (1 , 79) = 25, 16,

p ~ 0,001). The mean score of the older group (50-60 year olds)

was found to 134,18 and the mean score of the younger group (25

40 year olds) was 69,65. These findings indicate that the older

group performed significantly worse than the younger group on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery. These findings sug

gest that with increasing age, more errors may be detected in the

performance of the test battery. It appears that different nor

mative values should be applied to subjects over fifty years of

age and to those between 25 and forty years of age.
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The results with respect to the effects of age on neurop

sychological performance appear to be consistent with those of

other studies (Lezak, 1983). It has been suggested that changes

in cerebral organisation with advancing age may account for these

differences. For example, Jacobs, Kinkel, Painter and Murawski

(1978) reported that ventricular size increases with age even in

healthy persons. This finding suggests that there is some corti

cal and subcortical atrophy which may account for changes in cog

nitive functioning.

The results in tables 3 to 17 indicate that age differences

in performance on the various scales of the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery were found. The older group performed

consistently poorer on the visual (F(1,79) = 22,25, P ~ 0,001),

motor (F(1,79) = 15,77, P ~ 0,0001), rhythm (F(1,79) = 15,77,

P ~ 0,001), tactile (F(1,79) = 14,69, P .s 0,001), receptive

speech (F(1,79) = 20,03, P ~ 0,001), expressive speech (F(1,79) =

19,18, P ~ 0,001), writing (F( 1,79) = 15,77, p .s 0,001), arith

metic (F(1,79) = 8,89, P ~ 0,01), memory (F(1,79) = 76,09,

P ~ 0,001), intellectual processes (F(1,79) = 8,03, p ~ 0,01),

pathognomonic (F(1,79) = 24,88, P ~ 0,001), left hemisphere

(F(1,79) = 20,34, P ~ 0,001) and the right hemisphere (F(1,79) =

32,13, p ~ 0,001) scales. There was no significant difference

between the older and younger age groups with respect to perfor

mance on the reading scale (F(1,79) = 2,79, P > 0,05).
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The findings suggest that while a significantly poorer per

formance on the scales of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery may be expected with age, an exception is the reading

scale. It appears that such consistent findings across age

ranges supports the proposal that reading skills, which are

learned, reflect a relatively stable psychological phenomenon.

This suggestion has been supported by other researchers. Yen

dall, Fromin, Reddon and Stefanyk (1986) reported in their study

using the Controlled Word Association and Language Modalities

Test for Aphasia that language functions appear to improve or

remain fairly constant over age . The authors note that, on the

other hand, nonverbal skills such as tactile recognition show

decrements in performance with age.

Hypothesis 2: There will be a significant difference be

tween the performance of females and males on the Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery.

A survey of the literature strongly suggests that the male

and female brain have definite anatomical differences. Browne

(1983) noted that such differences may range from variations in

the sizes of the hemispheres to t hos e relating to memotransmitter

concentrations. In addition, the effects of socialization prac

tices on the behaviour has been cited as a mediating influence.
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Psychological tests have acknowledged these influences to the ex

tent that norms for males and females have been the rule in test

formulation.

The results in Table 18 indicate that no sex differences

were found in the total score performance of the sample on the

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery (F(1,79) = 1,23,

P > 0,05). This finding suggests that the male and female per

formances across both age groups were not significantly different

with respect to total Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery

scores. This finding is surprising and suggests that the total

score is not sensitive enough to discriminate between male and

female performance.

An examination of individual scale performances (Tables 19

to 33) reveals non-significant results with exception of the in

tellectual processing and visual scales, F (1 ,79) = 3,96),

p ~ 0,05 and F(1,79) = 7,78, P ~ 0,01, respectively. These find

ings suggest that wi th the exception of the intellectual

processes and visual scales, all other scales failed to dis

criminate between male and a female performance. Two possible

explanations may be advanced for these findings. Firstly, it is

possible that the items on these scales may be robust and take

into account sex differences. Secondly, the converse is also

possible, that the items are not sufficiently sensitive to dis

criminate between performance of the sexes.
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On the visual scales, the mean score for the females was

11,28 and that of the males was 8,18. This indicates that the

females scored significantly poorer on the visual scale than the

males. This finding appears to support research findings that

males appear to be superior at visual-related tasks that require

right hemisphere skills for their resolution. Browne (1983)

reported that when males and females were required to mentally

construct a three-dimensional object or picture from a two

dimensional pattern, males consistently outperformed females.

These differences appear to make their appearance as early as

adolescence and persist throughout adulthood.

The mean performance of the females on the intellectual

processes scale was 17,13 while the mean of the males on this

scale was 13,03. Once again, males performed significantly bet

ter than females. Several authors (Anastasi, 1981; Ward 1990)

suggest that tests purporting to investigate intellectual

processes have been biased in favour of male expectations both in

favour of definitions and items included in the test battery. It

is possible that the items on the intellectual processes scale

may reflect this bias and thus may be due to socialization

patterns. Other researchers have reported higher scores among

males than females on tests designed to measure intellectual

levels using the Wechsler Adul t Intelligence Scale (Snow and

Weinstock, 1990).
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The findings regarding the non-significance of sex

differences in the performance on the Luria-Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery are important for two major reasons.

Firstly, these findings support those of other researchers

(Ivison, 1977; Wechsler, 1958) who note that group differences

in neuropsychological performance rarely amount to as much as

one-half of a standard deviation so that the overlap in the dis

tribution of male and female scores is much greater than the dis

tance between them. Secondly, in support of the first assertion,

it is noteworthy that despite the sex significance of perfor

mances on the visual and intellectual processes scale, the ef

fects are not strong enough to affect overall total Luria

Nebraska scores.

It appears therefore that the test battery can be used

without undue caution to interpretation as per sex, except when

the scores on the visual and intellectual processes scales are

being viewed in isolation.

Hypothesis 3: There will be a significant relationship be

tween socio-economic status and performances on the Lur"ia

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery.
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This hypothesis was analysed by computing the Spearman Rho

correlation co-efficient between socio-economic status and total

Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Score for the entire group.

Thereafter, correlational analyses were performed as per age and

sex.

The results in Table 58 indicate that there was a sig-

nificant negative correlation between the total Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery score and socio-economic status for

the entire group (r = -0,512, p ~ 0,001). There was also a sig-

nificant negative correlation between socio-economic status and

each of the scales: motor ( r = - 0 , 448, p ~ 0, 001 ) ; rhythm

(r = -0,448, P ~ 0,001); receptive speech (r = -0,429,

p ~ 0,001); expressive speech (r = -0,466, P ~ 0,001); writing

(r = -0,448, P ~ 0,001); arithmetic (r = -0,460, P ~ 0,001);

intellectual processes (r = -0,497; p ~ 0,001); left-hemisphere

(r = -0,530, p ~ 0,001); right-hemisphere (r = -0,464,

p .s 0,001); reading (r = -0, 41 0, p ~ 0,001); memory

(r = -0,406, P ~ 0,001); pathognomonic (r = -0,408, p ~ 0,001);
.

visual (r = -0,396, P ~ 0,001) and tactile (r = -0,345;

p ~ 0,01). The intellectual processes and left-hemisphere scales

have the strongest negative correlational values, perhaps sug

gesting that skills associated with left hemisphere function are

verbally mediated and thus may be more influenced by socio

economic variables. This suggestion has been supported by the

research findings of Snow and Weinstock (1990) who reported that
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socio-economic status is related to performance on the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scales. Golden (1980) has argued that the In

tellectual Processes Scale measures intellectual behaviours.

Among the older subjects (50-60 year olds), there was a sig

nificant negative relationship between socio-economic status and

the total Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery scores

(r = -0,680, p ~ 0,001). It is interesting that this value has

actually risen in absolute magnitude which suggests that with in

creasing age, socio-economic variables have a stronger mediating

influence on neuropsychological performance. Also, all of the

scale scores showed significant negative correlation values with

socio-economic status: tactile (r = -0,732, P ~ 0,001); left

hemisphere (r = -0,705, P ~ 0,001); expressive speech

(r = -0,690, p = ~ 0,001); right-hemisphere (r = -0,688,

p .s 0,001); pathognomonic (r = -0,657, P .s 0,001); motor

(r = -0,622, p ~ 0,001); rhythmic (r = -0,622, P ~ 0,001); writ

ing (r = -0,622, p ~ 0,001); intellectual processes (r = -0,612,

p ~ 0,001); arithmetic (r = -0,592, P ~ 0,001); visual

(r = -0,567, p ~ 0,001); receptive speech (r = -0,544, P ~ 0,001)

reading (r = -0,523, P ~ 0,001) and memory (r = -0,459,

P ~ 0,01). Two observations are worthy of comment in these find

ings. Firstly, with the exception of the memory scale, all other

scale correlational values with socio-economic status are above

0,5. According to Hinkle, Wiersma and Jurs (1982), a correla

tional value above 0,5 using a parametric technique is remarkable
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in psychometric research. Secondly, the scales with the highest

correlational values with socio-economic status were those relat

ing to the tactile, left- and right-hemispheres, respectively, as

well as the expressive speech scores. The literature does not

advance any posible explanation for these findings but these

results suggest that language functions may be biased in favour

of higher socio-economic status groups. However, the consistent

findings associated with the tactile and right-hemisphere scale

correlation scores are not surprising since tactile dysfunction

is associated with right hemisphere involvement (Lezak, 1983).

Among the younger subjects (25-40 year olds), significant

negative correlations were obtained between socio-economic status

and total Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery (r = -0,401,

p ~ 0,01), memory (r = -0,502, p ~ 0,01), left hemisphere

(r = -0,387, P ~ 0,01), intellectual processes (r = -0,355,

p ~ 0,05); receptive speech (r = -0,349, p ~ 0,05) and right

hemisphere (r = -0,313, p ~ 0,05) scores. It seems that socio

economic variables do not have such a pervasive influence on

neuropsychological performance as has been the case with older

subjects. In fact, only one correlational value (memory scale)

reached a magni tude of 0, 5 which is considered strong in

psychometric research.
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The results in Tables 54 and 56 indicate that the total and

individual scale scores of the Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological

Battery significantly correlated with socio-economic status among

the older females and older males, respectively. These findings

are consistent with those reported earlier. While among younger

females (Table 55), there was a significant negative correlation

with socio-economic status and the total Luria-Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery score (r = -0,490, p ~ 0,05), and the scores

of the Intellectual Processes (r = -0,624, p ~ 0,01), Receptive

Speech (r = -0,599, p ~ 0,01), Reading (r = -0,532, P ~ 0,05),

Visual (r = -0,523, P ~ 0,05), Arithmetic (r = -0,507, P ~ 0,05),

left-hemisphere (r = -0,500, P ~ 0,05) and Memory (r = -0,646, p

~ 0,01) scales, similar significant correlations were absent for

younger males (Table 57). It is · interesting to note the dif

ferential influence of sex on the relationship between socio

economic status and performance on the total Luria-Nebraska

Neuropsychological Battery and on the aforementioned subscales of

the Battery. It is possible that socialization effects may be

reflected in these results as Golden and Vicente (1983) argue

that socialization influences are most significant in early

childhood and adulthood.

While the older males (50 to 60 year olds) revealed a sig

nificant negative correlation between socio-economic status and

total and individual scale scores of the Luria-Nebraska Neurop

sychological Battery, the findings are different for the younger
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males (25-40 year olds, table 57). No significant correlations

were found between socio-economic status and any of the Luria

Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery scores in the latter group.

No explanation concerning these results may be derived from the

literature. However, it appears that the effects of socializa

tion in its varied forms may account for some of these findings.

It would appear, therefore, that socio-economic variables

are not mediating influences in the neuropsychological perfor

mances of young males. It is clear that the area warrants fur

ther investigation in an effort to explain these findings.
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Please complete the following questionnaire as FULLY as possible.
All information supplied will be welcomed by the researcher and
treated in STRICT CONFIDENCE.

A.

APPROXIMATE
FAMILY SIZE
BIRTH ORDER -----------------------------------------------MARITAL STATUS : _
RELIGION : _
LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME : _
DATE OF TEST : _
SUGGESTED DAYS AND TIMES AVAILABLE

SURNAME _
FIRST NAMES : _
DATE OF BIRTH : _
SEX : _
HANDEDNESS (L OR R) :. _
LEVEL OF EDUCATION : _
VOCATION : --------------------------------------------------PHONE NO. - WORK : _

HOME : _
INCOME PER MONTH :

1 .
2.

9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
1.5.
16.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7 .
8.

Please place'a CROSS (X) in the relevant column.

-------------------------~--------~---------

MOTHER/
SUBJECT FATHER SIBLINGS CHILDREN SPOUSE

(a) DEPRESSION

(b) ANXIETY

(c) ALCOHOL USE

(d) STIMULANTS/
DRUG USE

(e) TREATED BY A
PSYCHOLOGIST/
PSYCHIATRIST

1



C. NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES

Please place a CROSS (X) i n the relevant column.

(a) HEADACHES

(b) STROKE

(c) TUMOURS

(d) INFECTIONS, E.G~

MENINGITIS

(e) HEAD INJURY

(f) DEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDERS, E.G.
CEREBRAL PALSY

(g) SEIZURES, E.G.
EPILEPSY

D. ~~Yl{9.?Y~9~~X

(i) NATURE:

(ii) WHEN-~-----------------------------------------------------

(iii) PRESENT-STATUS-~-------------------------------------------

Thank you for your co-operation.

2
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Luria-Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery
Patient Response Booklet

by

Charles J. Golden. Ph.D.
Thomas A. Hamrneke, Ph.D.

Arnold D. Purisch, Ph.D.

Published by

WESTElN PSYCHOLOGICAL SEiVlCES
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Name: Date: Age: _

Sex: M F Marital Status: Race:-----------
Occupation: Education: Hand Dominance: L R

Place of Examination: Examiner _
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Motor Functions Scale

It.m
NumMr

DHCl1pUon SCoring

(~ ..:

(

(1)

i ..,.,
~~"""f

(2)

(3)

~

(""-,

(81

Thumb-linger sequential touch, RIGHT hand.

" In 10 seconds: (_I

Thumb-finger sequential touch. LEFT hand.

• In 10 seconds: l-l

Alternating elenchIextension. RIGHT nand.

• In 10 seconds: (-1

A:ternllting clench/extension. LEFT hand.

• In 10 seconds: (-I

For the "elt ••v.'11 /I.ml , am going 10 blindfold you Ind put your
hand In I certal" ~o.IlIOl\. AU., I am flnl,h.d. I ..nt you to put your

Nnd In the tame ~llIcn.

Rigtlt thumb .gai"'l lilt:lliflQel 101 2 second" It'len separate.

L~I\ thumb a~air.$llilth linear IOf 2 seconds. then seoarare.

No.. ' .m s:olnQ to put l'our hind In a cert.ln po.lllon _oaln. bullhl. Ume
I 'l!1II uk 'fou le rep-at to'" po.IUon with your oth., h.nd_

L!~tt thumt: against middle !lnger lor 2 seconds.

Rlg/'lt tr.umb acainst middle linQer 11)1 2 seconds.

(Mllmove bl;l\Olold.}I am going to show you lom. hind mov.menta.

Pi..... cOt''f them .ucUy and mike lur. that you UI. the ume hand
III do.

ro-:>'S .' ~
11-8-15 ;:J
l · 1

~~~

~ ':II'correcf' .

~~ ~'lC r

~::;dJ
~ re. .

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

(H»

OEMQi"STRA re. Righl to.ana Vtrlt!"l bent lingers under chin.

JEMONSTRAiE: Left hand 'Nlltl ben! lingers under cnin.

t· o• eorrect "':
1....1r:~~!~.1 o

o

2

2

(11)

(12)

(1:i1

pot)

DEMONSTRA1E: Tips 01 vertical righl-hand lingers. palm left. touch chin.

OEMONS'(RATE:Tips 01 venicat lelt-hano lingers. palm fight. touch chin.

DEMONSTRATE. Tips 01 horizontal right-hand lingers (palm down) placed
against palm 01verncat left hand. .

D;:MONSTAATE: Tips 01 hOrizontal Jell-hand lingers (palm cown) pracec"
ageinsl palm 0: verucat riQht hand .

2

D;. correct . ~

i~.~C(~J

~ .. correct "'1
i..:.io&9H~

D. •...,
• _ • correct· .~~

~..:...~n.f~!~

(,.." correct ''7..,
ioi"'~~

o

o

o

o

2

2

2

2



3



4



'.
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Rhythm Scale... DttcrlpUon Scoring Seale
"..., Score

(52) Now you .... going to h• ., two tone. on • tape Irom tbl. tape recorder. I • errors
.ant '0'1 10 I,U mt wh.ther tht tone. you.h••r Irt tht lame or dlHlflnL . O· none
(Play the tape. The tape il atopped between uems.] 1 • 1-2
[S: _ 0: _ s: _ 0: _ 0:_] . :.2 • 3-5 ., ': : 0 2.. • • • . • _ f _ ..

(53) I will again play two Ion.. from the ta~. I want you to tell m. whether • errors ·
IIM flnt lone or tht .econd ton. I. hlgh.r In pitch. (Play the tape. O· none
,top between items.] [1at _ 2nd: _ 2nd: _ 1st _ 2nd: _] 1 • 1

~ ~ ~-S -.: o. 0 2

r: (54) Nowrou wfJlh••r two groupt of lOundL Th.ft will be .bout lour ton••
In .Kh group. You will h• ., the flrat group of tone.. then there will be
• ~"". Then you will ht., the •.cond group of ton••• I want you to " errors
taU me whether thl two ,roup. ar. IcMnllcal or dllf.rlnL Mak. lur. O· none
thal rou ltalen enUrely to both group'.IPlay the tape, stopbetween items.] 1 • 1·2[S:_ 0: _ S: _ 0: _ 0:_ S._] 2.~ ~ ...._ ..... 0 2

(55) I amgoing 10 pl.y two ton ••• Aft.r you 1I.I.n to Ihem.1 wlnt you 10 hum " errors
th.m. [Iow.hlgh· _ hlgh·low:-1 O. none
Now Ih.... wUl b. Ihre. la"... LI.ttn to III tt'tr•• o' thlm before you hum 1 - 1-2
th.m fOf me. [Iow·h:gn·low: _ tlIQh·low·hfgn: _I ~~ .~_1-~:..~_ .4 0 2

(se) I .m going 10 play I lun. from the t.pt. After you hur It, J would Ilk. a• correct
you 10 ling IL [Play Irom tape: ··My Bonrue lies Over tne Ocean."]

~~.""~" •..J 0 2

(57) I ~ould Uke rou 10 &Ing thl flnl IIn. of '"Home On Ih. R.ng. ... [11
S does not knew InIS song. suos uune "Happy BlrltlOay" ()( a song tram o• COffeet
S', elhnic/nallonal past 1 ...2.~~(ICK;\ _•• 0 2

(58) I am going to plly a group 0' ~.epI. Aft.r IIch group of beep. you " errors\ . . he.r,1 wanI you 10 lell m, how many beepI .r.ln Ih. group. (Slap tape 0- none
after eacn groupj (2: _ 3: _ 2: _ 3:-I 1 - 1

..2- 2-<4 0 2; .

(59) Now I am going 10 pl.y se",r.1 group. or b.ep•. I w.nl you 10 lell • errors
me ~ow ~ny beep. are In tho group. III t~ether. Keep countfng o• none
unUI I ktn you thll alllhe beep. have .nded. [Stop tape alter each group t • 1
01 beeps.] is: _ 12:_1

..7.- • 2. . .._.". ... 0 2,
(60) t~ow listen carefully. How many beepI ar.Ih.r.In each 0' the.. groups? It errors

(SlOp tape after eacn group.) [4: _ 3: _ 5: __ 5: __I o~ none
1 ,. 1

_~ ~ i;~ _~.......-: 0 2

(6' ) Now I am going la plliV .everal group. 0' b.epI In which .ome 0' • errors
the beep. are loud and lome 0' the beep. are loll I want you to 1I.len o :a none
carefully end lell me how mlny beepI Ihere are In each group. .', 1 • 1{S'_8·_1

~., 2. .:.. ---.~~:"-k 0 2
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Rhythm Scale Contin·ued

'tem
Number

·Dncrtptlon Scortng SGale
Score

,/.- : '

\- . '

(62)

(63)

You w"1 now hear a rhylhm on the lape. When I tell you that the rhythm
I. over 1wenl you to IlIp wllh your hllnd the rhythm that you hurd on
the tape. (trial 1: __ trial 2: __ trial 3: -1
In the nut seeuen lome beepI .,e loud and lom. bHpt are lofl t want
you again to repeat the pen.m of the rhyihm, but th41 tlm. tap gently
for IOrt ~PI and tap hard lor loud bupI.{lnal 4: __ tnal 5: --J

Now I wanl you 10 make a IIrt.1 of: {If S fails 10make a series. say. "I want
you to make a series, 00 Ihe rhylhm more than once."] twoups:1--1 thrH
tapl: [--J two tap.: 1_' _I two Ilrong and Ihree wen laps: (-I three
••ak and two Itrong tapl: 1--1 two tapI and Ihree laPI: [__I

• errors
O· 0-1
1·2~

2-5

" ermf""
o· none
1 - 1
2 • 2-6 .

RHYTHM SCALE TOTAL

o

o

2

2

Tactile Functions Scale

Item
Number

OOlCrtpllon ~cortng
Sell,
leore

\; . :

THE SUBJECTSHOULD BE BLINDFOLDED FOR ALL ITEMS

I am g~"9 10touch you wllh the .rller end of the pencil. TeUme where
I am touching you. [Alternate right Side and Jell Side seouences.]

Right 1': _ F: _ 3: _ 5: _ P: _ 2: _ S: _ 4:_1

Left [P:_2:_3:_S:_5:_.(:_F:_l:_1

(64)

(65)

Number of RIGHT Side errors:

Number at LEFT side errors:

o-nOne
,. • 1
2·· 2·8

O· none
1 • 1
2· 2-8

o

o

2

2

1'" I am now going to touch you with ellher the point or the held of • pin.

~~,:\ When Ilouch you, tell me whether Ills the point or lhe held.IAllernale
belween hands.)

Back of fight hand: {P: - ' H: _ P: _ P: _ H:_I

Back or left hand: [H: - P: _ P: _ H: _ H:-I

7



actlle Functions Scale Continued

It,m Olleripilon Scoring
Scale

umber Score

(66) Number 01 RIGHT hand errors: 0," none
1 • 1
2· ~-5 0 2

(67) Number of LEFT hand errors: o• none
1 • 1
2" 2-5 ...•~ 0 2

I
I am now going to touch you with the hud of the pin. Some of the

IC'
:".

/ .- .
o touch•• will be hard and lome of !he touch.. will be sett, Thll II a hard

touch (DEMONSTRATE: depross 3mmJ and thlll. a lOft touch [DEMON-
STRATE: depress 1mm] 00 you f\ollce the dUferene.,? 11/ no oll/erence
is felt. repeat dernonstrauon.] Now, ,.11 me whether you 'eel a hard or a
loft touch. [Alternate between wnsts.]

Beck of right wrist: [5 : _ H: _ H: _ 5: _)

Back of lell wrist rH: _ S: _ H: _ S:-l

(68) Number of RIGHT wriSI errors: O· none

t " 1

~ ~ 2-<4 .: 0 2

(e9) Number of LEFT wnst errors: Q a none
..1 • i

) .~.z-4 .• _. 0 2

Now lam going to touch you IQlln and I want you to tell me how many
polntt you feel. [Auernate oetween rlg:'!1 ano ten rmocielingers 10 oeter-mne
tnresnoto 01 two-pomt dlSCrlrn,nalJoli. Auernate Single ano two-pomt snrnon,
See Manual.J

C_ (70) Two-pomt orstance, RIGHT naoo: C· Smm

~ • 10mm
2· > 10mm 0 2

(71) Twc-pom: o.stancs. LEFT nano
0" 5mm
1 .. 10mm

~ .. >10mm 0 2

Now I am going 10 move an oojec1 .Iong your oarm. tlther up Yl)ur arm
toward I your sholllder or down your arm towardl your lingers. Tell
me whether I am moving the obj~c: up or down.
[Auernate SlImulo as !Cli·J ....S :
1) Up fight arm. f- ! 2) Down lell arm: [-I
3) Down right arm. l--I 4) Up felt arm: [-J

(72) RIGHT arm errors. :0 .. none
:l .. 1

.,
.i -~ 2....... ._.'.:; 0 2

8
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Tactile Functions Scale Continued

Item Oe.crlpUon Scoring
Scale

Number Score

(73) LEFT arm errors: O· none

1 • 1
2-2 0 2

w·'1 .1,
l. "' I am Volng to tract either. croaa, a trtangle, or I clrcl. on your wri.t., ,

.!)- I .ant you to tell me what I am tracing. (Trace alternately on back 01 rignt

and left wrists. Remind S ollhe three forms atter the first error.]

r: 1) Clrcle/r~ht: l-J 2) Triangle/lelt [-1' ,-'
3) Cross/right [-I ..) Cross/left [-J

5) Triangle/right: (-] 6) Circle/left [-1

(7") RIGHT wrist errors: o· none
1 - 1
2-2-3 0 2

(75) LEFT wrisl errors: 0- none
1 • 1
2 - 2·3 0 2

Now J am going to tract a number on th. back of your wriatl. What

number I. thl.? [Trace the number "3:')

(76) RIGHT wrist performance: O· corred
2 - Incorrect 0 2

C..'
(77) LEFT wrist performance: 0- correct

2 • Incorrect 0 2

Now I am goIng to trae•• letter on the back of your wri.t. Whatl,tter
•• thla? (Trace the letter "S." )

(78) RIGHT wrist performance; .O· eooect
2 • Incorrect . 0 2

(79) LEFT wrist performance: O· correct
2 • Incorrect 0 2

(80) Now I will put your left Inn In I certain poalllon. Try to put your right
arm In thla aame position. [Extend lell arm," Iront at 90° Irom body trt;nk. o• correct
See Manual.J 2 • Incorrect 0 2

9



Tactile Functions Scale Continued

Ittm DelCrtpUon Scoring
Sell I,

Number
Score

(81) Now I will put your right arm In I eertatn pall lion. Try to put your left o=correct

arm In the umt pollllon.IExtend nght arm in Iront 90° Irom trunx.] 2 :z incC)(rect 0 2

I am going to pllce In obJtct In on. of your h~nd. and I wlnt you to tell

mt txactly wh.t tht object 1'.1Follow the sequence below. Disconunue
timing allor 10 seconds tor each Item. See Manual.!

Right Hand Time left Hand Time

1) quarter l-J 2) eraser I-I
3) key [-J 4) paper clip 1-)
5) eraser [-I 6) key I-I
7) paper clip [-1 8) quartet (-I

/ ,-, -,

\.' "
Tolal Right l-I Tatalteft: (-I

(82) RIGHT hand errors: o· none
1 • 1
2· 2--4 0 2

(83) RIGHT hand time: 0-1-11$oCS
t • 12-25 secs

2• 26-"" I4CS 0 2

(84) LEFT hand errors: O· none
1• 1
2. • 2-," 0 2

(85) LEFT hand time: O· 1-7 secs
, • 8-26 secs
~ • 27-44 secs 0 2

TACTILE FUNCTIONS SCALE TOTAL:

C.-
REMovE THE BLINDFOLD

Visual Functions Scale

Item
Number Delcrlptlon

(86) I am going to present you with leveral objects. Please tell me what
they sre. (Allow to seconds per uern.]

1) pcncll[_J
2) eraser I_I

3) rubber band [-I
4) quarter (_I

10

Scoring
Sc.i.
Score

" errors
O· none

1 • 1
2 • 2-4 0 2



O••cripUon

Visual Functions Scale Continued

Item
Number

(B7) I am now going to show you severaJ picture•• Tell me what they Ir••

[AHow 10 seconds per c.ard.1

G3 (handbag. purse. pockelbook): [-J
G4 (nutcracker): [-l
05 (vial. glass [measUring I. test tube. rain gauge .

graduated cylinder): [__I

G6 (camera [with or without lenses)): [-I
G7 (egg canon): (_. i

Scoring

• errors
O· 0-1

1 • 2
2 • 3-5 o

Seale
Score

(88) Now I sm going to .how you tOme more plctur••• T.II me what they.,••

(Allow 10 seconds per card.I

G8a (book) : (-J
Gab (book ): (-1
G9a (sung!asses. glasses. spectacles): (_I
G9b (sunglasses. glasses, spectactes): l--J
ose (su!'9'asscs): (-I

I 'mors
0- none

1 - 1
2· 2-5 o

(89) Ttn m. wh.t th..e plcturtl ar •• [AllOW 10 seconcs per carc.]

010 (telephone): (-1
G11 (man 's prollle. man's lace): [--I
[IfS replies "a person." "Ihe thinker, " etc.•say: 'What makes it look like that?"]

o· none
, • 1

2-2 o

(

(90)

(91)

Ther••r. I number 01 I.t.m. In thll plctur•• Pi.... nlme I' mln, ..

JOu ean, [Present GI J. Allow rs seconds I

1) pail, blJcket (_I 2) SCissors. shears (_13) rake (_I
4) (paint) brush, caster (_I 5) hatchet. ax [-1

Now tell m. what obJect. you can makt out In thll picture. IPrese~1 G14.

Allow j 5 seconds I

!) r.otlee/tca ootlkellle) I_I 2) lark [_I 3) bailie [_I
41 Qlass. wu~ basket [__I 5) bowl. dish, saucer. basin (_I

Piu.. look 11 thll card. (Presenl G19 as an examote.] Th larger dellQ"
., Ihe top has I piece mt.sln~. Below 11 .r. leVlral alternate pleclI

thet .11 h8Ye the right sha~ to III tn Ihe space thal II missing In tht
larger deltgn. I want you to show me whtch piece It the bottom hIS •

dulgn 0" It that will enabtt It to comptele the pallern 01 the larg.r

d'll;n. [11 S misses G19. po.nI out the error and the correct answer,

saying "See how the pattern matches: ' Ihen connnue on to the regular

items G17 and GIB. allowing 30 seconds per Item. See Manual lor SCOring

time.'

• error'
O· none

1 • t-2
2 • 3-5

• errors

O· none
1 • 1-2
2· 3·5

o

o . 1

t92)

G17 (top right): f-. _]
G18 (bottom lell) : (_I

Errors in 011 t 018 :

Time: __

Time: __

11

' O- none

1 • 1
2-2 o



Visual Functions Scale Continued

It.m Descripllon Scoring
SCII,

Number Scor.

(93) Time lor G17 t G18: 0- 1-9 secs
1 - 10~35 secs
2 - 36-62 secs 0 2

(Present G26.1

(94) T,II m. what lime thea. clocka tell on thl. card. (Allow 10 seconds • errors
per clock. Answers'must be Within one rrunute or correct response.I o· none

1 • 1-2
7:53 (_) 5:09(_1 1:25 (_) 10:35 (-.-1 2 - 3~" 0 2( .. ..:

" .

(Pre5entPalient Response Booklet.1

(95) I Wlnt you to draw th. handa of I clock on this Ihe.t with blank lac••
for the folloWing Urn... Mak. lur. you draw th. mlnut. hand longer
thin the hour h,:~d.lll me examiner IS nOI certain WtllCl'llS the rnmute nand
and which is the hour hand. S snouto be asked. Allow 20 seconds per • error.
elock·1 O· none

1 - 1-2
12:50 (_) 4:35 [_111:10 [-I 2-3 0 2

12
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95. Clock faces

r. (1) (2) (3) .

99. Visual-Spatial

C' .'

3.0 OODD <> DODO
. A BeD A 8 C 0

o,..
,,,8A

"(">0 11
0 UI"D

10 '-8/ A ~ i c 0 11

AD'nnn5.V ~ LJ lLJ
A se . 0

6~~ OnDD·i,V A e C 0

.O·QO 00 eO QQ00
3<~)D D 0 0

v

c.
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Visual Functions Scale.Continued.

Item
Number

(99)

Delcriptlon

[Present Pauent Response BOOkl~1.1
.": '

At the len of thla .h..t of piper ~ • aqulre with a circle In one corner.
[Point to ligure labeledSample 1.) ~otlce lhe heavy dark line on one Ilde
of lhe Iquar•• Thla I, the bast IIn•• Now look at the .quarel Ipoml 10

the 'our choices in Sample 1I and noll.ca thal each Iqulre hat I clrcl.
In OM corner Ind the bottom 01 each aquar. I' • heuy line, the ba ..

nne. OM 0' lhe four .quares 'I Ju.t like the IImp.le Iquare. By using
the bas. line II • rtftrence point., .you can tell which Iquart I. Just .
like the tample. Now I want you to clrele the leUer under the Iqulrt
that II JUlt Ilk. the lampl••quare. [Allow response I Square A II tht
corre-ct .quar. becault lhe elrcle II In thll corn.er next to the ba.e IIn.,
lust as It I1 In the ..mpl,. Now look at Sa~pl. 2. Thl. I. the lam. type of
problem, with I heavy ba.. lint on the I.lt lid. 0' the square, [Trace
with pencn.] To .olve lhe probiem you haY' to turn the aample square In
your head 10 that the b... line lion the bottom, like Ill. In the poulbl
answen. Now you circle the letter under the correct Iquar•• (Allow
responsc.] Squire Blithe correcl choice becau" If you turn thtumple
10 that the base line II at the bottom, the etrele will be In Ihe upper right·
hand corner lUll .. It I. In Ihe aquare. Now I want you to do the rest 0'
thue Items IPOint 103 through 101 by circling the rener under the correct

aqulr•• Do Ihem .. qulckl,!" you can. bullry notlo mike any ml.tak...

If you Ire hiving trouble wllh on. problem, skip It Ind corn. b.ck 10 U

laler. (Allow 90 seconds. See Manual.J

3(d): I-I "(c) : I-I 5(a) . [-I6<b): l-I 7(c): l-l 8(c): l-I
9{d): l_llO(al 1-)

Scoring

, ,rrors
0- none
1 • 1
2';2.s o

Scal.
Score

2

t. '\ 0 .,

VISUAL FUNCTIONS SCALE TOTAL:

Receptive Speech Scale

~ .

&t.m
Number

(100)

Delcr:ptlon

[Rcler 10 Pronunciation Guide on Cassette Taoe.]

I am now going 10 say lome lounds 10 you Ihal represent Indlvldu.1
lEtters. I want you 10 listen 10 what I uy ,nd then repe.l eXlctly the
lound thal you hear. For IIlmpl., If you hear "tuh," I want you to ,ay
"tuh" aft.r I do. [Proceed .....1111 lallowlng uems separately I

buh: [_I puh: l-I muh: [_I

14

Scoring

• errors

0- none
1 - 1-2
2-3 o

lcel.
Scor.

2



Receptive Speech Scale Continued

U_m Delcripllon Scoring Se."
Number Scor.

IPresenl Pauent Response Bocktet.]

(101) Now I am going to lay lame .oundl and I want you to write down the " errors
IeU., 01 the .Iphabet that the lound represents. For example, If you 0:& none
he.r "'uh,'" wlnt you to write down the letter T. (Examiner should again 1 • 1~2

say: bUh; puh; mun.] 2-3 0 2

. (102) Now' am going 10 say two found•. After lily them I want you to repeat
thom rightlUe, me. (Score eacn sound as flgnl or wrong.)

• errorsr" . .

.c) duh-tuh: [-I-l O· 1-2( 1) muh-puh: l-I-I
2) puh-,uh: [--I_I 5) kuh-guh: [-'_I 1 • 2-<4
3) buh-puh: I-l-J 6) ruh-Iuh: 1--'-) 2 • 5-12 0 2

(103) I am ag.ln going to lIy two soundl .. Ilull did belore. This time, how- 11 errors
lY.r,1 w.nt you to wrll' down thl letterl represented by the Iwo ,ound. 0,. 0-1
r.'h.r thin 'Iylng th.m aloud: muh-s-puh; puh-Iuh; buh-puh; 1 • 2-5
duh-luhj kuh-guh; ruh-luh. (See Manual.) 2 • 6-12 0 2

(104) Now' will uy 'hrll ,ound•• AU" , compl.l. them, repe.t them 1ft.,
m'. (Again score eacn soonc .]

1/ i-o-i: [-'_1_) 5) duh-tuh-duh: [_I_I_J • errors
2) iJ-i-T: I-I-'-I 6) bi-bi-bo: [-1_1-1 0-0-2
3) muh-.uh-duh: (_I -1-1 7) bi-bo-ba: 1-1_1-1 1 • 3-8
.c) buh-puh-buh: l-I-'-I 2 ,- i-~l tio • 0 2

(105) , am Igaln going to say three sound•. Aft.r I have finished the Ihr••
.ounds I w.nt you 10 WIll. down Ihe letter represent.d by each .ound:
,-0-'1; ii-i'-I; muh-.uh-duh; buh-puh-buh; duh-luh-duh. I am now
goIng to go on .nd "y leulIl moro lell 01 Ihre. soundl. This IIm. • errors

( , wlnt you 10 wrlle down .:slllheleUelllhal go with Ihe sounds you heir, 0·0-2
nol Jusl the lint letter, For example, If you hear "sh." you should writ. I • 3-8
down S .nd H Inslead 01 JUIl S.IS~e Manual I bl-bi-bo; bT-bo-bi. 2 • 9-21 0 2

(106) If you hear "buh," I wanI you 10 IUt your right hand; 11 you heir "puh," • errors
I wlnt you 10 /lit your left hand: O·OOf4

1 • 1
1) buh(r):[-I 2) puh{I):I-I 3)puf)(I):(_1 4) buh(r ):I-I 2 - 2-3 0 2

(107) Now I am going 10 aay two letter lounds. I want you to tell me whether
the leller. you hur are the ume or diU,rent Irom one .nother.
[First say "buh- puh" at the same oucn, Allow response. Then say "bun" 'If errors
twice.but With the second at a /"ugner Pitch (hear example on cassette tapej]. o• nonebuh-puh [_I buh-buh [-I 2· any 0 2

(108) Pleue point 10 your ey.: [-I; no••: l-J; •• r: I-J. • errors
O· none

1 • t.
2· 2-3 0 2
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Receptive Speech Scale Continued

Itent
D'lcrlptlon Scoring Sc.le

Numb« Score

\
(1091 I wlnt you now to poln], In order, 10 your .ye, nose, ear, eye, nOI••

Let m. repeltlhlt once b.fore you do thlt I want you to point, In order,
to Jour eye, no.., tlr, .ye, nose. IThe five items should be repeated " errors
about 1 second apart and S kept trom responding unlillhe entire sequence o• none
has been given.) 2· any 0 2

r.

[Place Hl0-H16 from S's left to right.l

(1101 Among Ihe" ph:1u..... I .Int you 10 point to thl shoe (H 10): (_]: , errors
the e.ndl. (H14): [-J: Ind thl Itove (H12): [_I. a· none

1 • 1

c : 2.- 2-3 a 2

(111) Polnt to your knee: [_I: elbow: (_]: cMlkbone: [_]. • errors
a· none
1 • 1
2· 2-3 0 2

(112) I sm going ta 18y lom. wordl. PI... t.1I me whit thty mlln: • error.
[See Manual.! O· none

eat I-I 1 • 1
2· 2-3 0 2

bit 1-]

pat [-I

[Place H17 -H22 Irom S's lell 10 nghl.l

(113; H.r. lit lom. plcturel. Point 10 I pIcture thlt .howl: • errors
ty~wrtl!ng (H19). [_I; miliUm. (HI sr [-J. lumm.r (H22) : (-I O· none

t • 1
2· 2-3 0 2

(:
(ltl, rut your hand on your held: I_I Mo" I foot: [-J • errors

{See Manual I O· none
2· any a 2

[Pain( 10your walch and say:]

(1 t =: Tell me wholf Ihla la: I-I. IAllow response. Then point 10 any object • errors
::>elonglng 10 S ana say:I ·0- none
Who doe. thl. belong to?: 1_'1. 2· any 0 2

~Place H23-H25 from S's lellto right]

(PS : Among the•• plclur.., polnlto Ih. one thllll ua.d to light. fire. (t-l25l o• correct
2 • Incorrect 0 2

(11:-: Her, Ir. two cardI. On. I' grey and one la black. IPresent H26 and H27 I
If It I. night now, I would Ilk. you 10 point to the grey card, Ind If 1111 d Y
now, I would like you 10 point to the black card: 1_11 Allow response I • errors
Thllllme,lf Ill' day now,l wlnt you 10point to Ihe black card.•nd 11 It II D- none
night now, I wlnt you to pDlnt 10 th. grey card: I-I 2· any 0 2

~
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Receptlve Speech Scale Continued

Item DtnrlpUon Scoring SUI.

Nu~ Scor.

(118) [Place a pencil.a key. anda comb clockwise in a Irlangle beforeIhesubject.) • errors
PoUlt .t the ~ncU: [-I: point .t the key: [-~ O· none

2· any 0 2

(119) [Keep the Iriangle 01 pencil key. and comb on the table.) Point with the key • errors
towlrd tht p.ncll: [_~ point with the pencil toward thl kly: 1-)· o• none

2-any O' 2

(120) Polnt to tht pencil with tht key: I_~ now, pofnt to the comb with • errors

the ptnat I-!· o· none
2-any 0 2

( :-,..

',.
[Present H28)

(121) On \hla card I would like you to point to the daughter'a moth.r. 0- correct

[Allow 10 seconos.] ~ ~ inCO(r~t 0 2

(122) Will you tell me wh.th.r Ihe "f.lh.r'a brolher" and Ih. "brolher'a falhe'" o• correct
Irt two perlona or-th. IIm. p.UO"? (2) IAllow 10 secoocs.] 2 - incoued 0 2

(Present PatientResponse Booklet.!

(123) I would Uk. you 10drlw • croll b.nllth • c/rcl.: [_I:now would you • errors
~...t dr.w • clrcl. to th. right of • eroll?: [_I ISee Manual.! O· none

: ~ ~ ·nt. ' 0 2

(124) Till me which la right: "Spring cam.. b.lore summer," or "Summ.r o- correct
comea ~fore aprlng."lA:low 10 seccncs.] . ~ • Incorrect 0 2

(125) WhJeh boy la Ihorter 11 Tom IIIaUer than Arnl.? (ArruellAllow 10 seconds.I 0- correct
: ~. incorrect 0 2

( . '

(126) Tell me which of Ihese aentencea I1 correct: "A fly la bIgger than an
elephant," or "An elephant I1 bigger than lily." o• correct
(Allow 10 seconds tor response.I 2 - incorrect 0 2

(127) Look allhese c.rd•• [Ptace H26 and H27 bc/ore S I Pi.....nawer the • errors
following questions: Which of the two 1.ltght.t1 (H26) I-I. Which of o• none
th.two 1.le.. "ltghl? iH27J(_ I.Whlchor th. two la darker? (H271 1__1: 1 • 1
Which of the two I. I... dark? (H26) I-I. [Allow 10 seconds per 2 • 2-4 0 2
response.I I

(128) Tell me which girl I. lightest, If M.ry II IIghler th'n Jan. but darker " errors
than Su ? (Sue)I_I Which girl I. d.rkest, 11 Mary Illigrater than Jan. 0·0-1
but darker than Sue? (Janel (-I. [Allow 15 seconds per response.I 2-2 0 ·' 2

(129) Someone has JUII told you Ihat "Arnle hll Tom." Who was the victim? o• correct
(Tom) [AllOW 10 seconos.] 2 • incorrect 0 2

(130) If I had lunch after I clnned up the hOUlf, what did I do nrat7 (cleaOi o a correct
(Allow 10 seconosJ

~ • inc~recl 0 2
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DescrlpUon

Receptive Speech Scale Continued

Item
Number Scoring Scale

Scar.

r .

(131 )

(132)

I1 the following sentence laid by I disciplined or undllclpllned perlon:
~ 11ft unaccultomed to disobeying rules'! (disclphned)IAllow10 seconds
lor response.]

[Be careful not to pause while saying the 'ollowing sentence.J

PI.... Hlltn to lhll .talem.nt '"Th. woman who worked al th. ItO"
came to th. school where MIrY sludled to give I talk." TeU me, who
glf. I talk? (woman)[_~ TeU m., whit w s Mlry doing? (studYing.
attending school) {_}. IAllow 10 seconds per response .)

o• correct
2 • Incorrect

• errors
O· none
, • 1
2-2

o

o

2

2

RECEPTIVE SPEECH SCALETOTAL: o

Expressive Speech Scale

Him D.acrlpUon Icorlng ICII.
Numb.r Icor.

(t33) Rep.at th. following lound.:
A (as III late) : [-)
I (as in lighl): [-1 • error,
.. (as in milk): (-I O· none
8 (as in baby): [-i 1 - 1-2
SH (as in shine): [-J 2 - 3-5 0 2

C.' (13.) PI..,e repeatlh. foUowlng .ound.:
SP (as In spell: I-I
TH (as rn Ihaw): [-I • errors
PL (as in plate): I-I o- none
STR (as In s:nngl : I-I 1 - 1-2
A.WK. {as 11) aWkward) : l-I 2 - 3-5 0 2

(135) : am now going 10 aay two words; pie... repeatth.m Ifter me: • errors
[See Manu;]!.1 o- none
I" - Iten: (-J tree - trick: I-J , • 1

2-2 0 2

(136) PI~... rep..t the lollowlng wordl: • errors
houw:l_J Llbl':I_1 apple: I-I 0.- none

1 • 1
2· 2-3 0 2

(137) Plea,. r.peat the.. word.:
• errorshalrbrulh: I-I Ic:rewdrlver.I-I laborloul: I-I 0- none,-,

2· 2-3 0 2
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Expressive Speech ScaJe Continued

It,m O,lCrlpUon Scoring Scale

Number Score

(138) Pi.... ttpeat the loUowlng: 11 errors

rhlnoceroc: [-I wrv,lIIlne.: [-I hierarchy: [- 1 o· none

1 • 1
2· 2.;.3 0 2

(139) Pi•••• ttpt.' theM word, after me: o• correct

Cl' - hat - bat [-J ~ • incOtrect 0 2

(140) Pi.... ttpqt • errors
atrtptomydn: (-I UUNchutettt Epbco~l:(-J 0·0-1

2-2 0 2

(1'" ) PI.... r.pelt the fo4owing Itrte. 01 word.: • errors,. .
ha' - lun - bri: [-J hat - ben - .un: l-I o• none\ - 2 • 1-2 0 2

(1~2) PI..M r.pt.t the rotk)wlng IIrlll 01 word.: • errors
houlI - ba.u - chalt:[-I baU - chair - houl.: [-J 0. • none

1- 1
2·2 ~ . ~ 0 2

(143) e'f the .oundt tMt go with th... I.U.n: [Present J1. See Manual.) • errors
(1)[_1 (1)[-1 (m)[-J (b)[-J (sn) [_I O· none

1 • 1
2· 2-5 0 2

(u..) Pi.... I'y the lounda tMt go with th... lelle,.: (Present J2.] • errors
(sp)[_I (lh)[_1 (pi) [_I (str)[_J (awk) [-1 o· none

r • 1-2
2· 3-5 0 1 ' 2

(145) R••d th... worda: ~Present JJ.) • errors
(see-c-seeru [_'_I (tree-trick) (_I_J q• none

2· any 0 2

(146) PI...t rud the.. word.: [Present J4 1 • errors

C (cal)I-J (~V9JI-I (man) I_I O· none

1 • 1
2· 2-3 0 2

(U7) Pl.,..e rnd the.. word.: {Present J5.1 • errors
(house) (-J (ta~el[_) (app le) (_] o• none

,
1 • 1~ t

! 2 • 2:'3 0 2

(148) Pie••• read these words: [Preseot J6.1
• errors

!'
(hairbrusn) [-i Isczewdriver) 1-] (laborious) [_1 O· none

! 1 • 1
·2 • 2-3 . , 0 2

(149) Pie••• rlld these words: [Present J7,I
• errors

(rhinoceros) [_I ,surveillance) I_I (hierarchy) 1_] .,
o • none

1 • 1
.2 • 2-3 0 2
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Expressive Speech Scale Continued

'--

Item
Number

(150)

(151 )

(152)

(153)

(1Soi)

(155)

(156)

(15 7 \

(158)

(159)

DelCrfpUon

Please r..d thne won:ia: [Present J8.)
(cal) l-l (ha1)t-J (bat) [-I

Ple... rud th... WOI:'dI: {Present J9.J
(streptomycin) [-1 (massacnuseue epescopal) l-J

Ptt... ,ud theM wOC'ds: [Present J10.)

(hal) l-l (sun) f-i (beUrl_l

Pi.... rud th... WOtdI: [Present J11.)

(house) l-J iba.1)l-I (chau) [-I

PI~... repeal ~ folowing ..ntenc•••rtlf me:
The ~Ither li fine todly: [_I
Th••un shln.. Ind tM Ik, I. blu.: I-I

PI.... r.pelt th" following .enlences: (See t..4anual.1
Th••~. tr,.. gr•• In the garden behind I high I.nc.: [__I
On tn. edge 01 the lor"t, the hunter klll.d th. wolt: I--J

Repeal: Th. houltll on fir.: the moon II IhlnJn;: tht broom II Iwteplng.

lSay as one se:;!ence See Manual·1 I-I [_I I-I

I am g~ng 10 Ihow you lame plcturu. Ten m. whit obJect. ,r. In the
plclurn. !J.!I~w I 0 sc-:~"cs ce r ~ar~ Score 151 'es::>Or'se )
J' J : 9 '~ ~a" ;_ .
.n5 ':a:~1 !_:
J16 .c an aper:er) (-I
.117 (cand le)" [-i
Jll3 (sfaDf'!r) : i-i

I Ir:I g~ng to show yoU lame cardl tha t repnlent partl of the body.
I want you to tell me .hlch p.rt
J19 Hoot ;jnklp.): 1--1
J20 (forearm. eioow. a-rn): I-I
J2\ ([spec,licj linger ;r,aIIJ): I_I

I am going 10 d~scn~ Itver.1 Items to you .nd I want you to tell m.
what they Ire:

Whal do you Uti 10 Ox your hair each morning?
(CO'Tlb. [ha ir) ::If:..sr,). I_I

Whit shoWl you ~'hllllme It II?
(....atcn, crock, c:~r lime piece) I-I

Whit prolects you Irom Ihe r.ln?
(urnbrena. 'a 1nc:.a!). t-J

20

Scoring

, errors

O· none
2· any

• errors
0-0-1
2-2

• erretS
O· none
2 • arty

• ertort . •
O· none
2 - any

I enonl
O· none
2· any

• 8!!Ofi

0- none
, • 1
2-2

• errora
O· none

1 • 1
2· 2-3

, errQt1

o· none
1 - 1
2· 2-5

• errors
O· none
1 • 1
2· 2-3

" errors
o• none
1 • 1
2 • 2-3

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Seal.
Scar.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2



ExprelslveSpeech Scale Continued

Item OelCrlpUon Sc~rlng
Scal.

Number Scar.

(IGO) Count 'ram 1 to 20 out loud. o• correct
[Discontinue aner error or 15 seconos.] 2 • incorrect 0 2

(161) Count backw.rdt from 20 to 1, .tartlng with 20 tne. 19, 18, and la on 0- coned
unUllttll you 10 Ilop.IOisconllnue aller error Of' 20 secooos.] 2· incorrect 0 2

(162) Ttn mt tht dly' of thl week. o• correct
(Discontinue alter error or 10 seconds.] 2 • incorrect 0 2

(163) Now I wlnt you to ..y the daya of thl we k bac03rcts, starting with 0- correct

Sunday. [Drsconunue alter error or t 5 seconos.] 2 - incooect 0 2

Look It thl. picture and tell m. whllls tuppenl~.Present J29. Time

c from card presentauon 10 S response; cisconunue atlfr. 30 seconds. eounr
number 01 words spoken in nrst 5 seconds 01 response See Manual.)

\

(164) Time until response onset (--J 0-1-3 secs

1 • ~-5 secs
~·6-31 secs O. 2

(165) Numoer 01 words in 1Si 5 seconds of response: l~ 0->8

1 • 8-8
2 =q-s 0 2

I.m going 10 reld Ihlstory out loud from card J30~ glYI you. copy 0'

IL (Present J30.) Follow .Iong c'rt'ull~ bec.un w.:wn I am through, I
.m going 10lake thl card aw.y .nd you.It going ~ ILInto lelllhe Ilory
back to me In your own words.

V•• lerday Peter who w., ,even YI.,. old went Iown to th. river to
flah. He look hi, dog Prlnc. wllh him. Th' river h.d ,"(flow.d Il. banks
,Ullthe r.lny weath.r. P,ter ,Upp.d .nd ,.11 Into 0Mp water. H. would
havt drowned If the dog h.d not dived In .nd~ him to reach
thl.hore.

[Arter readingme storv, lake Ihe card away and say Go ahud. pt..... ten
ml about thl ,tory. Time 10 S response; crscorur-,e aner 30 seconds.
Count number 0' words In 1st 5 seconds 01 respons! :

(166) Time unIJI response onset (--J o• 1-2 secs
C_- 1 • 3-5 secs... 2 • tl-31 secs 0 2

(167) Numoer 01 words In 151 5 seconds 01 response: l- -: 0->9
1 • 8-9
2 • 0-7 0 2

Please make up a Jpeech for meabout the conflict~etngeneralions.
[11 S replies lhal (SIM aoesn I knowanylhlng aooutu.~ ,. -Jusl saywhat you
think 15 right" 11 S Sllll reIusesiO respcnc, say:'1tlll1lllloout the weather."
Time to S response; crsconnnue alter 30 seconds. C:....nl number 01 words
in 1Si 5 seconds 01 response.1

(168) Time unlll response onset: [--I o• 1-10 secs
1 - 11-22 secs

2 • 23-31 secs 0 2
(169) Number 0' worcs In I SI 5 seconos 01 response: 1__:

0->9. 1 • 6-9
2 ~ 0-5 0 2
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Expressive Speech Scale Continued

Item
Ducrtptlon $coring Seal.,.

Number Score---
I am ;olng 10 Ihow 100 lom. card, wUh Mnlenen that haw•• word
mlaMg. Plaue gm me a word th81you think can fin In each sentene••
[RecOt'd response and lime until response, Allow 15 seconds per item,

See Maru!L]

time: response:

J32: (-")

•• J33: . (-)

J~: [-1

Totat

(t 70) Number cl e~rOfS: o· none
1 - 1
2· 2-3 0 , 2

(171) Total response time. 0- 1-8 &ect
1 - 7-22 leCI
2 - 23-48 secI 0 2

(172) H.,. II • "rd that h.. th," word. on It. Mlk. up l.nt.ncI thll 'n-
cf~••n threl of thea. word •• {Presenl J35. Allow 20 seconds. Se.

Manual.}

• errors

O· none
2- ny a 2

Now I am going to gIn you I card on which the wordl Ire mInd up. If

• they Ire IrTl~d comtCtly, they ean mike ...nl.ne•• I wlnt you to
.rran~ them 10 Ihey do mak. I lentencl. III S resoonds mcorrecny,
say: "That :5 r:OI Ql,.l\e fight; keep trying." Allow 60 seconds per Item. Time
each response. 5ee·lw4anual.!

J36' (I have asked the lmy!teacher to mark my (thel paper.)

[-I Time:

J37: (T~ [a] WOOdcutter wenl into a [the}lorest and got wood .)
[-] Time:

(173) Numbe1 Jf sentences with errors: 0-0-1
2-2 0 2

(174) Total resoonse time. a• 1·121 seet
2 - 122 secs a 2

r:

EXPRESSIVE SPEECH SCALE TOTAL
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Writing Scale Continued

""' OucrfpUon Scoring Scale
Humber Scor.

(185) Now I am going to say groups of word. or phrueI. Pt..., wrlte them
Itter I "nlah tlch group of worda or phraM.[See Manual.] • erT'Ofe
hlt-.un-dog [---l--1_1 o• none
In of I sudden 1_1--1-'-1 1 • 1
lalt ytl, before Chrlalmaa [-'-/---1-1 2 • 2-11 0 2

Writ. I few ..ntences .bout your main Ide.. on bringing up chlldr~n.

[Start timing immediately. Allow60 seconds. IfS stopsbetore limit say: "Try 10

write more ityou can: ' If S Isshn writing at the end 01 60 seconds. say:"Finish
the sentence you are on and then Slop." See Manual.J

('~
Rati09 01 grammar. [-t spelling:[-to and content: [_1. 0-0(186)

1 • 1-2
2-3 0 2

(187) Number of wOfds '~n tt en In 60 seconds: [--I o.·>·tr.~ ·· ..
1 • 10-11
2 -<10 0 2

WRITING SCALE TOTAL:

Reading Scale

Item Otacrlpllon Scoring
Scal.

Nv:ntar Bcor.

(168) What lound I1 made by tht•• letlers: • error!

( G-R-O:l-J P-L-Y:l-I o• none
,- IAIION 10 seconds per uern, See Manual I 1 • 1

2-2 0 2

t'agl T.II me the word that Is made by 'he following l~lt'l1: It enor1

S-T-O-N-c: I_I K-N-I-G-H-T: I_I 0- none
[Allow 10 seconds per Item.I 1 - 1

2-2 0 2

it10; Look .t thl, card. [Present K4.J Read the leltt" you a..: ,,~

K:[_I S:[-J W:[_I A: I-I T:[-l 0- none
[AUow ! 0 seconds. SCore IOferrors and/ or orntssions.J 1 • 1. . ;

2· 2-5 0 2

(191) or the Iftt~ra B, J. or S, which atlndl for the nlme "John"? O· corred
[Allew 10 seconds.I 2 • Incorrec1 0 ::'

(1n) Now rud the.. lound•• [Present K5 Allow J0 seconds per item. • errors
See ManualJ 0- none
po:l-J cor I-I era: [_I spro. I-I protl_J 1 • t

2· 2-5 0 2
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, Reading Scale Continued

It.m Oflcrlpllon SCoring
Seal.

I Numb., Score

(193) I am going to show you IIverll card•• Read the word on each card.

(Present indIvidually K6-K 10. Allow 10 seconds per nern.]

xs (juice): [-I
t<7 (bread): . [-l • errors
t<8 (bonfire) : [-I O· none

K9 (cloakroom): [-I 1 • 1
t< 10 (fertilizer) : [-J · 2 " 2-5 0 2

(194) I am golng to .how you lom. Clrd. with lam. lell.'1 on them. Read • errors
th.m " I'Plrat. I.U.n. lPresent K l1 -K 13. Allow 10 seconds per uern.] 0" none

K11(UN):[_1 K12 (USA): {-I .K13 (USSR): [_I 1 • 1

( ... ~2 ·.2~.J..·..·"" 0 2

(195) PI'II' ....d the.. word•• [Present K14-KI5. Allow 10 seconds per item. ] " errors

K14 (insubordmahonr [-I K15 (indis tinguishable): [__1 0 .. none
1 .. 1

.2 -.2 . ·... . 0 2

(196) Pi.... read th...·word•• [Present K16-K17. Allow 10 seconds per uern.] " errors
K16 (astrocytoma): [-I K17 (hemoporesis): [_I O· none

"1 • 1
. 2 •.2 .••. . :; . 0 2

(197) Now I am going to 'hOWyou cardl with ••ntenc .. on lh.m. Plo.lo r.ad • (HrOfS
th.m 10m•. {Present K18 and K20. Allow 10 seconds per uern.] O. none

K18 (The man went out for a walk): [-I l • 1
K20 (There are flowers In the garden): [-) ·2 ~2. .. ..~ «> , 0 2

(198) Now read the....nt.nc•• c....'ully. {Present K21 and K22. Allow 10 • errors
seconds per uern.] o· none
K21 (The sun nses In tne 'Nest): [--J · 1 • 1
K22 (The boy went to bed. because sne was ill): (_1 ~~2 •.• 0:..":" ...J 0 2

c.....

(199)

(200)

Now I am going to Ihow you. card with. paragraph. Read It out loud to
me quickly, but carefully. [Present K23. Allow 30 seconcs maximum.

Recordlolal lime and cucie rmssec words. See Manual.]

John was a ooy wno liked aopres-e-esoecrauy If they were stoten . One dark
night he went Into an orcnard, plucked what he took 10 be an apple and set
his teetn in It. It was. however, a very unnpe pear and rus loose front tooth
stucx In lhe Irult No..., he only steals apples in the daytime.(Time. [ J)

Total number 01 words in error:

Total lime to ':ad paragraph:

' t

25

o • none
1 • 1-3

, 2 · > ~ . ,

·p • 1-19 secs

1• 20-26 58CS

·2· 27-31 secs.

READING SCALE TOTAL:

O. ...

o

2

2



Arithmetic Scale

Item
Numb&(

Oncrlpllon Scoring
Scaht
Seore

( ...•

..

(201)

(202)

(203)

(204)

(205)

(206)

(207)

(208)

(209)

(210)

[Present Patient Response Booklet.]

Writ. down tM number.I'ay: [Allow 10 seconds per number group. Score

each number. I
7(_'] 9[_' _. ] 3(_] 3[-1 5[_) 7[_)

Write down the roman nwneral. lor the following numben:

[Allow 10 seconds per number.]
.. and 6 (IV. VI): [_1_) 9 and 11 (IX, XI): [-I-J

Writ. C:own the regul., number.: [A llow 10 seconds per number.I
17 and 71: (--1_) 89 and 96: [--1_ )

Writ. down the numb.,.: {Allow 10 seconds per number.J

27: 1-; 34: 1-1 158: [-) 395: [-J 8,845: [-I

Pie... wrne down the lollowlnQ numb4,.: (Allow 10 seconds per number.I
14: (-I 17: (_I 19: [-I 1~: [-I 1,023: (-J

Read Ihe numMra on Ihl. card. [Present L I . Allow 10 seconds.I
7 - 9 -3 [-/_1-1 3 -5 -7 (-1_1_)

Read the number. on IhlSe card•• [Present L2 and L3. Allow 10 seconds

per caro.]

L2: (IV): (_I (VI): I-I (IX): [-I (XII: I-I
L3: (17): I-J (71): I-I (69) : (_I (96): [_I

Re d the numb.r1 on thl. card. [Present L3.5. Allow 15 seconds.I
L3.S:(27):[_; (34):(_J (158):[-1 (396):1_1 (9845):[_1

[Present L4.1

Thtrt are Uue numben on thl. card ••rrlnged from top 10 bollom.

Read IIch number It I whole number.IPolnllO eacn Item Individually.

If on the lirstltem S savs "1-5-8:' lell S' '" wanl you 10 read It as it It were a

single number," Allo,,", 10 seconds per nornoer .]

L4: (158): I-I (396)·I_J (1023) : I-I

I am going 10 ttll you two number•• Tell me which number I. larger.
[AllOW 10 seconds per Item .) ,

17 or e8: [-I 23 or S6: [-J 189 or 201: r-J

26

• errors
011: none

, - 1

2 • 2-6

• errors
O· none
1 - 1
2-2--4

• errors
O· none

1 • 1
2 - 2·~

• errOf~
o• none
1 - 1
2 - 2-:

• errQf1
O· none
1 • 1
2· 2..5

• err~
0- none .

1 • 1
2 • 2-6

• errors
o• none

1 • 1
2 - 2-8

• error,
o • none

1 • 1
2 • 2-5

" errors
o• none
1 - 1
2 - 2-3

• enor,
o• none

1 - 1
2 • 2-3

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2



Arithmetic Scale Continued

Um SCortng
Sell.

Oe.crtpllon Scor.Number

(Present L5.I

(211) Look It thl. card and Ihow me by pointing which 01 the top lwC) num~ ... tI errors

lllarg.r (201): (-I . O· none
Wh1ch of the bottom two numbtl'1 I. larger (3002): [-1 1 • 1
(Allow 10 seconds per uern.] 2-2 0 2

(Present PatientResponse Booklet.)

(212) Now I wiUIlk you to .01.... seme problem~ and you may write thlm down • errors
If you Ilk•• How much Is: (Allow 10' seconds per ilem.I O· none

C a1.3: I-J 51~:(_] 718:(_) 1 • 1
2 - '2-3 0 2

(213) Plt..1 10lvI th.... problem" You m.y allo write them 11 you like: • errors
(AlloW 10 seconas per Item. Including wrlllng.1 o • none
~t4:(_) &+7:(_1 1 • 1

2-2 0 2

(21") Now loin the.. probltma: (,A.llow 10 seconds per Item,Including wrlling.1 • errors
1-.(:(-1 '-5:(-i o• none

2 - 1-2 0 ' 2

(215) Now lolv. lhuo problema: IAllow 20 seconds per Item, Including Wfltlng.) • errors
27 + e(35): I-I «+ ~7 (101): l-J O· none

1 - 1
31 ·7((4): [--I « - 1~ (30): I-I 2-2-.4 0 2

[Remo\le Patienl Response BOOi<lel. Present L6.1

(215) On lhla card the numbera .re arranged up and down . Add III Ihroe of o• corect

=~
!Mm together In your head. (211 2 • incorrect 0 2

C..:. [Presenr L7 )
..

(217} Now lub:rict the number thlll I••boye from the on thall. b.,ow. (6) o• correct
iAllow i 0 seconds I 2 • incorrect 0 2

(218) lam going to thow YIJU lome number. that form marhemlUcalequaUon.
on this card. [Present L8.) What I. the missing "gn In each 01 the••
prt'~i.m.: I plul, I mlnUI. or Inother algn? [POlOt to eacn problem m-
d;-'tduai'y. Aliow 10 seconds per Item)
10 (Xl 2 = 20. [_I

• errors10 , ..) 2" : 2:I-I o• none
10H 2 = 8·[__1

1 - 1
iO H 2 = 5:i-I

2 • 2-'- 0 2

(219} What Is ,he milling number In each equation on Ihls card? [Present L9. " errors
Allow 10 seccnos per uern! o• none
12 - (~) .. 8: [-i 12 • u) = 19: [_I

1 • 1
-, 2-2 0 2

27



I.

Arithmetic Scale Continued

(

Item
Number

(220)

(221)

(222)

DeKrlpllon

What I. the Inlwer to the top problem on thle card? (Present L10.]Figure
the an.~ In your head. Now do thla bottom problem.
[Allow 20 seconds per itern.]
27 + 34 + 14 .. (75): [_1 .158 + 396 z (554):(-I

I wlnl you to counl down from 100 by 7a Jlt. this: 100 - 93 - eel and
10 on. P..... Itart at 100 nd subtract 7 each tlm•. (Correct after each

mistake in the following manner. "No. that is not the correct answer. What

is (previous correct response) minus 17" Score based on 1st6 subtractions.

AQow 30 seconds.I
100. (93) [_1: (86) [-I: (791,(_): (72) [_):

(65) [_I: (58l [-I,

Now I wlnl you to do Ih. 'Ime thing, but thla lime .tlrt at 100 Ind
lubtr.cl 13 'lIch Urn•. [Correct mistakes and score as in item #221.
Allow 45 seconds,I
100. (87) (-I: (74) [-I: (61)(_1: (48) [_~

(35) (_): (22) [-I·

Scoring

., , , otror•., .
, 0 · 0-1
2-2

: , errdrs

, 0 - 0-2
~ ~ ~-5 " , •. ,"
2· 8 . ;

: ·,..··_e'@C:':'=
:.0· 0-2
, 1 • 3-5 .. . ' ,
. 2 ~ e. ' .

o

o

o

2

2

2

c

ARITHMETIC SCALE TOTAL:

28



Memory Scale

Item
Num~r

Ollcriptlon Scoring
Seal.
Score

NO STIMULUS REPETiTIONS ARE ALLOWED FOR ANY ITEM IN THIS

SECTION.

I am gofng to .ay Itv.n words. After I f1nJ'h Hying th.m, I want you to
repeat .. many 0' thtm back to m... you can remember. [Presentwords
al :t.e rate alone per second] houae; 'or••t; eat; night; table; needl.; pie.
[Have S recall as many 01 tfle words as possible. Go on 10 next lnal I1 S is
~bt8 10 recall another word alter a pause 01 5 seconos since the tast
word given or .1 S has recalled all seven words.] You remembered (fill In
numoer)word, out ollhe liven on Ihallrlal. I am going 10uy the tame
'tnn words .galn and I wlnt you 10 try to recall 11 many a. you can.
P..... begin only afttr I hut Unl'h'd. How.ver, be'ore I begin, I want
you to tell mt how many word' you Ihlnk you will remember thl. next
Urne ,fter I flnllh "ylng tht words Igaln. Remember, you gal (1111 In
nunber) words out of Itnn on Ihl lilt trial. 10 0 trus for each trial unut
S rsacnes either ttle cruenon 01 two perfect tnals In a row or live tnals.]

2

3

5

Total:

( 1223) TClal number 01 errors (over au inars): 0··0-3

1• <4-8
2 • S-35 0 2

(224) [Sum 01 i preuicuon - actual I.;. (11 triats - I)] X 100: 0·0-25

, 1 • 26-100
2 • >100 0 2

(225) Compreteo 2 perfect ccnsecunve tnats: o• yes
2· no 0 2

(226) I am going 10show you a card with tome plcturtl on It. You will have
5 ...eonds to examlM Itand then I will remove 11. [PresentM310r5 seconds.
:nenremove.II want you 10count 10100euucue.] Contmue tor30 seconds.
tnen snow S M4.) I. the picture on Ihl' card euclly Ih. lame or different· o • correct
from lh. one on Ihe Cird I showed before? (crllerent] 2· iocorr~· 0 2

29
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Memory Scale Continued

Item
Number

Description Scoring Scale
Score

(.

I

t
I.
I
\

(227)

(228)

(229)

(230)

(231)

(23~)

(23.3;

[Present Patient Response Booklet]

I am ~ng to show you. card and I wanl you to look at It carefully.
~ I ~OY the card, I wanl you to draw 11 much from It 81 you can

~rM:n~r. [Present MS lor 7 seconds. See Manual.)

Now' am going to lap a rhythm with my hand on the table . Llsten car.
fU~ because when I finish, I want you 10 hIp th lame rhythm. Make .
lure lh.at you have the same number of tap. as I have and thal you tap

lM IMM loud .nd soil tap. al I do.

(L L S 5 L L S 5) : I-I

I am 9Oln9 to put my hind In three pOlltlon&. , wlnl you 10 remember
what ~lHon. my hand made becau.e I will then 81k you to make the
UrM po,Hlon•• :Present :3 positionseach held tor 2 seconds. See Manual.I

~~ l-J ~1 [-I ~. l-l
\ ' I ,
I I I

Now I,m golnQ to show you I clrd. You will hIVe 5 .tcond, to examine
11 In;2 th.n I will r~moVt It. I want you to r.pelt thl word. written on
tr.. utd Illtr I remove It. [Preseot M61
boese !_I moon {-i street I-I o~ [-I water 1-1

I WI"' you to remember some word, that I am golno to 1Iy: hou,e, t,.t.
eat, A~'t lhem. Now took.t Ihl' plctur •What do you lee';'IPresenl M7
arc r a-e S cescnbe p:cture tor t 5 seconds.I Now can you lell me, whit
wn, !oM ..~'d. I nked you to remem~r?

t"JOV~ I_I tree I-I cat , I-I

Now I Im golnQ to uy ,om2 word, .nd I wanl you to Iry and remember

lMm: mln, hat. door. Now please repeel thOle word. 10me.tu mcorrect,
say ":'"x:'! ~!c.le oroceedmq "Rernernoer. the woros arc man. Mt. door."]
No- Lry 10 ,.member thell words: light, ,loYe. cake. Pleue repe.t

~ue .ot~'. Tell me. Whlll Were the Ihree word' I said IIrst?
rT'a'" :_ 1 hal I-I door'l_1
What ..,.. the three words I .ald ,econd?
~: C; ..,t :_: stcve . 1__1 cake: 1__1

Now I am going to tell you two sentences and I wlnl you to remember
thfln: ""The sun rlan In ttH~ u.t." Plene re~lllhat."In May the apple
trees ~ouom." Plene re~e8: It.
Whit _ .. Ltle llral lentence?

Th(; ~ ·_trl rises in lhe eas t: 1--1
Whal~ the second Itntence?
In 'lay .•.e apple uces bIOSSC'Tl 1__1

" errors
0- none

1 - 1
2· 2-5

O· correct

2 • Incorrect

• error!
oE none

1 • 1
2· 2-3

'errorJ
o• none
1 • 1
2 - 2-5

• errors

o • none
, • 1
2· 2·3

O· none
1 • 1-'
2· 5-6

O· none
1 • 1
2-2

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

(234) Now I ''I! going to read you e .horl ,tory. I want you to lI.ten carefully
b~UI'when I am IInlshe1:l I wanl you 10 reput to me all thal you can
r.mtm~r .boul the ItOry. [Read (he IOllowln'] tarso on M91. then ask S
to leii :~':Y." COt,;~1 the number 01 parts 01 trus paraglaph aclually rernern 
bel-i:j ~~ errors I

30



Memory Scale Continued

Uem Oflcrlpllon SCoring
Sc.le

Numb.r Score

Th. Crow .nd the DoveI:

A crow htlrdllhat dovet h.d ~nty to nU He eelored himself whllel

Ind 11•• to lh. dov, cot.) TM doves IhoughV he wu one of theml

and toO« him In) How.ver, h. could not help cawlng/llke a ero"!.1 The tI units

dov .. then rullIed that h.... a crowl and thr.w him ouU H. went o c>S

b.ck to r'loln th. croYl.J but th.y did not r.cognlze hlml and Ylould 1 • <4-5

not accept hlmJ 2 ·<4 0 2

(2J~) Now I am gcHnQ to ahow you lom. pictures, With each picture, I am
going la uy • word. Wh.n I rlntsn, I will show you Ihe pictures and I
want you 10 ... y :he word I~at ~oe. with It. For example. I wilt show you

thl, plclure IPIl:s~nt MI; .nd .., "hor se," When I show you the picture

1.I.r, wh.t would you uy? ~ P ·J :r.r. 1 S -I necessary J You will nave 5
UCOnOl to look 1I 81ch plcturt. [Allow ,S seconcs fC)( corn aormrustrauon

( . and recall <:3Ch lime I
M10 (energy): I_I M14 (family): I- I • CfrOIS

M11 (employmtnl): I-I M t S (project): ;-' - I o • none

M12 (p.r1y): I-I M 16 (polluUon): :__I 1 • 1

M13 (h.ppy): I-I ~ • 2-7 0 2. ..

MEMORY SCALE TOTAL:

Intellectual Processes Scale

ltern
Number

O..cr1ptlon Scoring

( ' .

(~::;!.i) Look c.refullt .t Ihls plclure >t:5~nt ti l l .nd th4n tell me whal I.

happenln~ In the plcture: _

lnll What I. happening In thl. plctur.? :?,c :;enJ N2 l _

I am going 10 show you some prcturea, They are In the wrong order. I
want you 10 pullhcm In Ihe right orcer so Ihat they make sense. Pleue
try to put them In the light order u qulclo.ly ,u' you can and tell me when
you are lint'h~d . ' ; ' '': ' ,.: : ' 1 ','j - ': ! .} e LlIl;:' ucrn S:i 'C'I ' .j r:~hl In I · 5
sequence r.!I ....· <.I!k! ~ I ... ' :L' :IIC~I :;'1 <SI C;.Jlll Allow 30 secor.cs I

See Manual

Soe Manual

o

o

2

2

: ._ .1 i- - i I-I [-J See Manual o 2

T11Tl(' (0 \. _" .~.lIt:l i ..;n i ._.. - l

31

0= 1-22 secs
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Intellectual Processes Scale Continued

Hem
Numbor

look .t~. picturu. They .r. alia In the wrong order,' Put thlm In the
nght ocder ao Ih.llhey mike sense, [Present N14 - N 18 cards Irom S's iett

10rightin 1-5 sequence. Time afterptacernent oflast card. Allow 30 seconds.)

Scoring Seal.
Score

(240)

(241)

Card oeoer (ABCDE): (_)

Time 10 corraplellon: 1-. -I

I-I (-) [-I (-I· O···~ect

2 • incorrect

C·'-lSsecs
. 1 · 16-2-4 , ecs

2 • 25-31 S6C3

°

o

2

2

( -

(242) I am ~ng to show you a ard. I ,.,.nt you 10 leU m. what I. eomlca]
or absurd .boullhe Ilorf In Ihe.. pictures. [Present N19. See Manual.):

. U~·CO?rect .

. 2 • Incorrect o 2

(243) Ten me wh.tll co~leal or ablurd aboutth... plctur ... [Present Nn

and N23. SOO·Manual.): _

(244) L1lten earefully ~o the ItOry I am going to re.d from thl, card.
(Give~8 to S.) When I.m !Inllhed '.m going to Ilk you lome question,
.bout It.

TM Htn and Ihe Golden Egg.:
A m.n had. hen which Illd golden tOgl. WIshing to ebtaln mar. gold
wllhovt hnlng to Will for 11, h. klll.o the hen; But h. found nothing
Inllde It, for It WII JUlt like any other hen.

Wh.t dJd~ men do1 _

_______________ Score (See Manual): (01 ('1

Old M do right1 Score (See Manual): [01 [1]

What II the moral of the ItOry? _

-------------_ Score (See Manual). :01 It) [2)

(245) Wh.ll. melnt by Ihue npr"llon.:

"Iron Mnd(: _

------------- Score (See Manual) 101 (11 [2)

-green Ihumb'''?: _

-------------SCore (See Manual): [01 111 [21

32

;··o·~~ ·

2 -Incorrect

'totll .
0-0
1 • 1-2
2· 3-"

Tota.
O· 0-1

'. ' • 2
2 • 3-"

o

o

o

2

2

2



Intellectual Processes Scale Continued

ttem
Numb.r

OucrlptJon Scoring
Scale
Score

(246) Whit do.. thl. uylng mean: '"Oon'1 count your chicken. before they
have h.tch.d'"? __. _

_____________ SCore (See Manual): (0) !1) (2J

In wMl way are In 11 and a laW .lIk.? _

-------------- SCore (See Manua l). (0) (11(2)

(250) Whll 'a the "lIferene. belween • 101 .nd a dog1 _

------------- Score (See Manual): (0) [1) (2 )

Wh.t I. the diflerence betw~ a Itone a'\d an Igg1 _

------------- Score (See ManuaJ): (0) (1) [2]

TOlal

0-0
1 • 1-2
2 • 3-4

Totat
0-0
1 - 1-2

_2.~ ~-4

o

o

2

2

(251) ""T.b.... t>.longl 10 rh. group of obl"ta c.lled furnllure.
Wh.t group d~. a ro•• belong 107 (lIowe r. pranr): I-I
What group do.. I ClIp belong to? (lIs0) 1_)

33

r errors

O· none

.'l.~ '."r · o 2



Intellectual Processes Scale Continued

Item Oescr /pUon Seorlng
Scale

Number Score

(252) If we Itart with the group ",n/m,II," then, horse woUld be. member of

the group. Give me .n example of a member 0' the group "vehicle, ":

1-1

GIve me an ox mpi. of • member of the group ""toob'":
• errors

O· none

I- I 2· any 0 2

(253) If you con.lder, htble .. a whole. then tM leg. win be a part of the whol• •
Can you ten me whit the part••re If tn. whol. I•• Itn",? o• correct

( . (blade &o/or handle). I-I 2 .. incorrect 0 2

(254) If we start with the p.rt "w.II." Ihen the whole would be boUIe. What will • errors
the whole be If the partl arlt paon? tbocx. magazIne. newsnaoerj : 1--1 0 .. none
Whit will the whole ~e It Ih' par" art tr...? (rorest, HOOds;: 1--1 1 • 1

2· 2 0 2

(255) The oppo.lh. In m.anlng to th. word ·htllthy" la ".kk." What I, thl I errors
oppol/te 0' "hl~h-;'1110w) i-I O· none
What I. thl oppoln. 01 '1,,"? (sltlnny. lhln, slim, lean): 1--1 2· any 0 2.

(256) What word hu Ih. um. re/atlonshlp to ·good" .. '"hIgh" hu to "Iow~

(bad . evil): (__)

What word ha. th. urn. rtlatlon.hlp to "'Nkf," .. "f.r ha. to "thin"? • enors
(narrow) : I_I O· none
What word hu Ihe ume r.'aUonshlp 10-h.nd"' u ·Ih~" h.. to "foot"1 1 • 1

(glove. rnitten). I-I 2 • 2-3 0 2

(257) WhIch 01 tho four _ordl I will now Ily does not belono 10 1h. IIrn.

group It the other Ihre~: spoon - lable - gl... - pI. le? ttaote) [- - I • error,
Now which word d~1 nol belong 10 Ihl. combln.Uon: clt;jar - wlnl - o,. none

clgarett. - tobacco? (wine)' 1--1 2 • ny 0 2

( [Present NJO and lel S reao lhe card sueouvwnlle you read II DuI loud. Do
.- not remove lhe card Time resoonse and a!!ow 10 seccocs 10 solve problem

alter card IS read. Repeal lor N31-32.1

Peter had 2 applOl and John had 6 apple.. How many did they havl

togelher?: I-I

(258) Correct answer' (81 O-COlrect

2 • incorrec t 0 2

(259) Response lime: [-I O· 1 sec
1 • 2 secs
2· 3-11 secs 0 2

[Present N31 .J

Jane had 7 apples and gave 3 away. How many did .h. have lert?: 1__1

(260) Correct answer. (4) o• correct
2 • Incorrect 0 2

34



Intellectual Processes Scale Continued

It.m O.acrlpllon Scoring SCale

Numb.r Score

(261) Response time: l-J o• 1 sec
1-2secs

2 • 3-11 secs 0 2

(Present N32.)

M.ry Md 4 .ppl•• and B.lIy had 2 .ppl•• mort than Mary. How many

.pplll did thty bot~ have together?: l-J

C.. (262) Correct answer. (10) O· correct
2 - jnco(recl 0 2

(263) Response lime: [-) 0·'-2 secs
,- 3 secs
~&.c-1156C$ 0 2

(Present N33. Allow ~p 1030 seconds.l

A f.rmer h.d 10 aer•• of I.nd. From ••ch .cr. he hunlt.d 6 tonl of
gr.'n. H. lold l/J to th. governm.nt. How much dId he huelell?: I- I

\

(2~) Correct answor: (40 IOnS) o• correct

\ . 2 • incorroct 0 2

(265) . Response nme: [_I 0-1 -04 sec.
. 1· 5-30secs

2-3158C1 0 2

[Present N3-4. Allow up 10 30 seccods.]

Th.r. were 18 book. on 2 .helvl'. There w.re twlc... m.ny on one
ahell .. on the other. How many bookl were there on tlch Ihell?: I_ I

~ (266) Correct answer: (5 and 12) o• correct
, .

2 • incorrect 20

(267) Response lime : I_I 0·'-7 secs
l-S-30secs
2-31 secs 0 2

[Present N3·/. Allow up to 30 seconds.J

A pedestrian walk. to the Itatlon In 15 mlnules, and a cyclllt ridel there
5 umes futer. How long doellhe cyclllt lake toget to tht.taUon1: [-I

(268) Correct answer: (3 minutes) 0 .. correct
2 .. incorrec t 0 2

(269) Response lime: l-J 0-1-4 secs
1 • 5-30 secs
2· 31 secs 0 2

INTELLECTUAL PROCESSES SCALE TOTAL:

35
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Luria..Nebraska Neuropsychological Battery
ADMINISTRATION & SCORING BOOKLET

Chllnea J. Golden, Ph.D., Thome. A. Hamrneke, Ph-D .. and Arnold O. Purlsch, Ph-D.
PubliShed by

Coo

Name: Date: Age: _

Sex: M F Marital Status: Aace: _
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Pathognomonic Scale" Left Hemisphere SC3le" Right Hernlsphere Scale"

Item Scale Score Item Scale Score Item SC1Jle Score Item Scale Score

(8) 0 2 (103) 0 2 (1) 0 2 (2) 0 2,
(9) 0 2 (108) 0 2 (3) 0 2 (4) (I 2

(19) 0 2 (139) 0 2 (5) 0 2 (6) (J 2

(37) 0 2 (157) 0 2 (7) 0 2 (8) (,. 2

(39) 0 2 (162) 0 2 (9j 0 2 (10) 0 2

(42) 0 2 (166) 0 · 2 (11) 0 2 (12) 0 2

(43) 0 2 (169) 0 2 (13) 0 2 (14) 0 2

(. (45) 0 2 (175) 0 . 2 (15) 0 2 (16) 0 2

(64) 0 2 (178) 0 2 (17) 0 2. (1B) o 2

(77) 0 2 (H~4) 0 2 (19) 0 2 (20) (l
.,
Co

(79) 0 2 (185) 0 2 (64) I"'l 2 (65) V 2\I

(82) 0 2 (181) 0 2 (56) 0 2 (67) 0 2

(83) 0 2 (l96) 0 2 ,68) o 1 2 (69) 0 2

(85) 0 2 (21n 0 2 (70) 0 2 (71) 0 2

(89) 0 2 (227) 0 2 (72) 0 2 (73) 0 ~

(101 ) 0 2 (241) 0 2 (74) 0 2 (75) 0 2

(102) 0 2 (26i) 0 2 (76) 0 2 (77) 0 2

Scale Tolat 0

(78) 0 2 (79) 0 2

(80) 0 2 (81) 0 2

(82) 0 2 (8.4) 0 2

(83) 0 2 . (85) 0 2

·Scale scores 101 these lhree scares ShOIJld be lransoosed Irom the
Scale TOlatO Scale T0131:0

l. ..
preVIOUS paces ano I"~n SUlr,"'~1

-. .

Clinical Observations:
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Table 1. Age Values

AgeS Age X .214'

25 5.35
26 5.56
27 5.78
28 5.99
29 6.21
30 6.42
31 6.63
32 6.85
33 7.06
34 7.28
35 7.49
36 7.70
37 7.92
38 8.13
39 8.35
40 8.56
41 8.77
42 · 8.99 -
43 9.20
44 9.42
45 9.63
46 9.84
47 10.06
48 10.27
49 10.49
50 10.70
51 10.91
52 11.13
53 11.34
54 11 .56
55 11.77
56 11.98
57 12.20
58 12.41
59 12.63
60 12.84

· 6 1 13.05
62 13.27
63 13.48
64 13.70
65 13.91
66 14.12

67 14.34
68 14.55
69 14.77
70 18.14

aFor patients under 'Ige 25. us,
5.35 as the age value.

COMPUTATION OF ~RITICAL LEVEL

Table 2. Education Values

Years Education
Education X 1.47

o 0.0

1 1.47

2 2.94

3 4.41
4 5.88

5 7.35

6 8.82

7 1029

8 11.76
9 13.23

10 14.70
11 16.17
12 17.64
13 19.11

14 20.58

15 22.05
16 (BA) 23.52
18 (~~A) 26.46
20 (MD. 29.40·

PhD. EdD)

Constant 68.8

+
Age Value

(Table 1)

Total

Educalion Value _

(Table 2)

Critlcsl level

Number of Scale Scores Above C::tical ~e'le !: _

Writing/ Arithmetic Above Critical Level: Y N

Pathognomonic Above Critical Level: Y N
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55. 82. 109. 136. 163. 190 '. '217. 24-4.
56. 80. 110. 137. 164. 191. 218. 245.
57., 840 111. 138. 165. 192. ' 219. 246~'

58. 85. 1120 139. 166. 193. 220. 247.
59. 86. 113. 140. 167. 194. 221. 248. '
60. 87. 1140 1J~1. 168. 195. 222. . 249.
61. 88. 115. 1420 169. 196. 223. 250 0
(;2. 89. 116., 143. ' 170 •. 197. 224. 251.
63 . 900 117. 144. 171. 198. 225. 252.
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65" 92. 119. 146. 1730 200. 227. .., 251t.
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67. 9'l- • 121. 148. 175. 202. 229 . .. 256.
68. 950 122. 149. 176. 203. ' 230 . 257.
69. 96. 123. 150. 177. 204. 231. 258.
70. 97. 124 0 151. 178. 205. 232. 259.
71. 98. 125. 152. 179. 206. 233.' 260.
72. '19. 126. 153. 180. 2Q7. . 234. 261 0
73. 100. 127. 1540 181. 208 0 2350, 262.
74. 101 0 128'0 1580 1820 2090 ~36o 263.
75. 102. 1290 156. 183. 210. 2370 264.
76. 103. 1300 157. 1840 211 0 2380 265.
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